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Founded December 31, 1930 , 2022

June Program:  Field Day by David 
Nicholson, N2AWE

June President’s Column
by Steve Patterson, WA3RTC

It is time to get ready! Get 
ready for what? Field 
Day, it is coming up June 
25 - 26.  

When and where can we 
get ready? Find out at the 
FARC Club Meeting on 
June 13th, 7:30pm at the 

Continued on page 11

FARC Field Day June 24, 25, 26
by David Nicholson, N2AWE

All hands on deck! Field Day is upon us! Opportunity 
and fun is there for all, young and old, experienced 
and beginners. 

For those who have not experienced Field Day, it is 
an opportunity to meet club members in an informal 
environment, and to learn new skills. 

Experience everything, from using an “antenna 
raiser” (potato gun to us seasoned folks) to launch 

lines over the trees and string up wire antennas, to 
setting up generators and operator stations. Gain 
some exper ience operat ing in a contest 
environment (although Field Day is technically not a 
contest). 

Try a new mode. Perhaps cw or a digital mode such 
as FT8. Field Day is definitely the time to try 
something new. For the seasoned members among 
us, it is a chance to renew our skills, and perhaps 
learn new ones. Time to rag-chew with old friends 
and welcome new club members. Most importantly, 
it is a time to have some radio “active” fun! Dates and 
times to remember are: 

Thursday,23 June, 18:30, launch lines over 
trees.
Friday, 24 June, 09:00, raise antennas into the 
trees, and lay coax if the grass is cut.  Saturday, 
25 June 09:00, general setup.  Field Day 
operations starting Saturday, at 13:00 through 
Sunday at 13:00.

And don’t forget we will need plenty of help packing 
everything up Sunday afternoon.

See you there!

Continued on page 16

More Field Day notes on pages 9, 10
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Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc is a non-profit (IRS 501(c)3) 
North Carolina corporation for the promotion of Amateur 
Radio, and for the education and training of hams and the 
general public primarily in Forsyth County, North Carolina.

FARC was originally incorporated as the Winston-Salem 
Radio Club on December 31, 1930 and has been in operation 
ever since.  We currently maintain a state-of-the-art ham 
station in the the Red Cross, 650 Coliseum Dr., Winston-
Salem, NC and also maintain two 2-meter repeaters, 146.64 
(100 Hz tone) and 145.47 (100 Hz tone) and a 444.275 
repeater (100 Hz tone).

FARC has a general membership meeting with a program on 
the 2nd Monday of every month at the Red Cross building, 
690 Coliseum Drive in Winston-Salem.  The club conducts its 
main business meeting (the Board Meeting) on the 3rd 
Monday generally at 66 Pizza on Stratford Rd just west of 
Hanes Mall Blvd.  This is where most of the club’s business is 
conducted and all attending members have a vote.  All club 
members are strongly encouraged to attend the business 
meeting.  For more information about FARC mail us at FARC, 
Inc., PO Box 11361, Winston-Salem, NC, 2711 336-6; call 
930-W4NC(9462) www.w4nc.com; or visit out web site at 

Club email is to info <at> w4nc <dot> com *

Officers for 2022 are:

President:  Steve Patterson, WA3RTC
Vice-President:  Michael Pope, K4OLD
Secretary:  Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO

Treasurer:  Kent Englebert, K4HKE
Newsletter Editor:  Don Edwards, WS4NC

Auxcomm:  Harlan Cobert,  W1HRC
Tech and VEC Chairman:  Dale Mierisch, WB9SZL

Hamfest Chairman:  David Shoaf, KC4X
Field Day Chairman:  Dave Nicholson, N2AWE
House Chairman:  Crystal W4CAA, Jeff AC4YN

Webmaster:  Stacey McArthur, W1LLO
Hospitality:  Ken Kayser, K2KXK & “Doc” Holiday, 

WB4DOC

All content is Copyright 2005-2021, All Rights Reserved, by 
Don Edwards and Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc, unless 
otherwise noted.  Permission is given to reproduce for non-
commercial purposes provided proper credit is given. If you 
would like to help support the newsletter with an ad, please 
contact Don Edwards (email: dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> 
com).

We trade newsletters with other clubs, and many clubs are on 
our mailing list.  If your club has a newsletter and would like to 
trade please send us a copy.

Submissions and inquiries please send to dedwards <at> 
dwepe <dot> com *

*The “funny” email addresses are to confuse the Spam bots.  
Spam shall be cause of the downfall of Western Civilization.  
Either that or the spork.

FCC Exams 
and FARC 
Membership

by, Dale Mierisch, 
WB9SZL

VEC Session Manager

No test in May due to the 
special dinner.

We have scheduled our next Amateur Radio Exam 
indoor exam session, just prior to the FARC meeting 
on Monday, June 13  at the new Red at 6:00 PM
Cross facility on Coliseum Drive.  Send an email to 
wb9szl <at> triad <dot> rr <dot> com to register.  
Other details on www.w4nc.com 

How Exam Candidates apply:

Before Applications can attend an exam session 
they MUST:

o Obtain a FCC FRN

o Show proof of their FRN

o Complete, sign and forward the attached FCC 605 
form, back to the FARC VE Session manager no 
later than 48 hours prior to the exam session.

Once the completed documents are returned and 
approved, the applicant will be provided an email 
exam reservation.

The exam candidate will be notified, via email that 
their Exam documents were approved, and they will 
be asked to print a copy of their accepted email as a 
reservation to attend the exam session.

NO walk-in exam applicants will be accepted.

Next Steps:

For both test takers and VEs:

1.  Please note that our W4VEC Amateur Exam 
Management team Requires signed “Waivers” of 
Examinees and VE’s prior to attending and Exam 
session.

2..  All Examinees must forward their signed 
Covid19 waivers via email, in advance of the Exam 

Continued on the next page



GREENSBORO NC
2022:

June 11th
July 9th

Aug 13th
Sept 10th
Oct 8th

Nov 12th
Dec 10th

All sessions begin at 9:00 AM Hinshaw United 
Methodis t  Church,  4501 Gate Ci ty  Blvd, 
Greensboro, NC 27407 (MAP)  For more 
information contact:  David Macchiarolo- AJ4TF 
EMAIL

336-420-9424 

HIGH POINT NC
2022

July 30, 2022
August 27, 2022

September 24, 2022
October 29, 2022

All sessions start at 10:00 AM.  Location:  Hickory 
Chapel Wesleyan Church, 301 Hickory Chapel 
Road (off MLK Jr Drive) High Point, NC 27262  MAP  
Pre-registration is required.  Contact: David 
Macchiarolo Email 336-420-9424

SALISBURY NC
2022

PRE-REGISTRATION ONLY

Saturday July 9th

(At Salisbury Hamfest if held) or this location if no 
hamfest 

Saturday September 10th 9:30am
Saturday November 12th 9:30am

Bostian Heights Fire Dept. Community Room 
(MAP)

8211 Old Concord Road Salisbury, NC 28146 
For more information contact:

Fred - WB4QOC EMAIL phone 704-534-1031 
Last updated 1/26/22

session to be able to receive an email Exam 
Reservation via email.

3.  VE’s must forward their signed waivers via email, 
in advance of the Exam session to be able to attend 
the exam session.

4.  Site Details:  We are guests of the Red Cross at a 
medical facility.  Masks are required.  VE’s and 
Examinees are requested to bring their Own Masks, 
and hand sanitizer, and will use same at the event 
prior to be being seated.  Masks must be properly 
worn (covering both nose and mouth).

Once test begins, Examinees must remain seated 
the entire test.  All documents will be handled by the 
VE Session Manager and his Backup.  Thanks in 
advance for your consideration of this request.

Send an email to wb9szl <at> triad <dot> rr <dot> 
com to register.  Other details on www.w4nc.com 

All Local FCC Exams:

WINSTON-SALEM NC
2022 

Monday Jun 13, 2022 1800 - 1915
Monday Jul 11, 2022 1800 - 1915 
Monday Aug 8, 2022 1800 - 1915 

Monday Sep 12, 2022 1800 - 1915 
Monday Oct 10, 2022 1800 - 1915
Monday Nov 14, 2022 1800 - 1915

No Exams are scheduled in December, the Club has 
its Christmas party.  Sponsored by the Forsyth 
Amateur Radio Club (FARC), Red Cross Chapter 
House, 690 Coliseum Drive.  Pre-Registration Only.  
Exams start at 6:00 PM.  Bring 2 forms of 
identification (one with picture).  Pre-registration, 
FRN number, are required before test session date.  
NOTE: COVID-19 protocols still in effect.  Please 
bring the ORIGINAL, COPY of any CSCE's and 
signed license to the test session.  Exam fee is 
$12.00.  For more information, contact:  Dale 
Mierisch- WB9SZL, 
Email , Phone 336-766-9675

T h e  f o l l o w i n g  a r e  f r o m :  
https://www.w4vec.org/ar.html
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THOMASVILLE NC
Tri-County Amateur Radio Club

2022

June 18
July 16 

August 20 
September 17 

October 15 
November 19
December 17 

Test  Session at  9:30am, Davidson-Davie 
Community College, 297 DCC Rd. Thomasville, NC 
27360   Building:  Finch (building marked with (MAP)
RED arrow).  room 221, Pre-registration and FRN 
number is required before test session date.  NOTE:  
COVID-19 protocols still in effect.  For more 
information contact:  Rick Weinbaum, KK4RR, cell:  
336-687-8001 email:  weinbaum <at> mac <dot> 
com Last updated 6/1/22

Rural Hall, NC

Laurel VEC offers free of charge testing, at the Rural 
Hall branch of the Forsyth County library, so this is a 
free of charge exam session for upgrades, but new 
licenses and renewals are subject to the $35.00 fee 
to be paid to the FCC.  Please register at the 
following website:
http://ptvet.infinityfreeapp.com

[Ed. note:  Jeff, KX4ZQ, got this to me back in late 
April but I missed the email.  My bad.  Just found it, 
and got this in under the wire for June.  I don’t have 
the date for June testing, but goto the web site listed 
above.]

New Ham?  New Upgrade?  
Live in Forsyth County? 
Or just want to join FARC?

For new hams, or upgrades, who have taken an 
exam, please complete the information on the FARC 
application (usually the next-to-last page of the 
Newsletter), if you have not already done so, for a 
free membership to the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club 
(FARC).  Mark the form "New Ham - Exam date". 
Even if this is not an FARC exam session, since we 
are limited in exam offerings at this time.  Once the 
form is completed, bring to the next club meeting, or 
please scan and email to secretary <at> w4nc <dot> 

com [and an email to newsletter <at> w4nc <dot> 
com].

Exams usually will be offered before the FARC 
meeting (2nd Monday at the Red Cross) and start at 
6:30 PM in room 109 at the Red Cross building see 
above to make sure a session is offered. You are 
enc ou raged  to  a r r i ve  ear l y  a t  6 :20  PM 
Preregistration is required at info <at> w4nc <dot> 
com.

How to print a copy of your FCC License
by Jim, KV4SJ

To access an official copy of your license:

1. Go to:
https://wireless2.fcc.gov/UlsEntry/licManager/login
.jsp

2. Log in with your FRN and password. (Also has 
links to find or get your FRN.)

3. Click on “Download Electronic Authorizations” in 
the links on the left hand side.

4. Select your call sign in the box labeled “My 
Authorizations” and click on the Add button to copy it 
into the “Authorizations to Download” box.

5. Click on the Download button to download an 
official copy of your license in PDF format.

This is the official version you need for your wallet 
card and to display in your station. The reference 
copy does not satisfy the legal requirements.

Wayne, W4HG, sent this to me just before he left for 
Dayton.  Perhaps I’ll let him explain this to Marcie, NC4MT 
and/or Stacy, W1LLO.  This should be interesting.
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Morse News 4.4 (June 2021)

 submitted by Marcia, NC4MT

Morse News periodically reads one or more Twitter 
feeds & direct messages, (news) feeds, and/or RSS 
Atom (news) feeds. It then translates the received 
messages into International or American Morse 
Code, which is output as CW radio tones, old-
fashioned spark-gap 
radio sounds, telegraph 
sounder c l ick /c lack 
sounds, or to a physical 
t e l e g r a p h  s o u n d e r 
connected to a serial 
port. The CW/spark-gap 
radio tones can be 
a u g m e n t e d  b y 
n o i s e / Q R N ,  s t a t i c 
crashes, and realistic 
ionospheric fading. This document will hopefully be 
all you need to get going. 

To download the program goto: 
http://morse-rss-news.sourceforge.net/rssmorsedoc/news.html 

Mini Paddle on Amazon for ~$70

All Planned FARC Programs:

by Michael, K4OLD
FARC Vice-President

 June 13:  Field Day Planning, Dave, N2AWE
  June 24,25,26 Field Day, Hobby Park
 July 11:  “EEIS:  Enemy Equipment Information Service -  
  The monuments men of  enemy technology of Ww2.” 
   by Brian, KN4R
 August 8:  Building Fox Hunt Antennas, Harold, N4HER
  August 13:  Saturday, building Fox Hunt Antennas
  August 20:  Saturday, Foxhunt!  Release the hounds!
 September 12:  Auxcomm, Harlan, 
 October 10 Raspberry Pis by Bobby, AA9AU
 November 14:  Pending?  Possibly SWR by Don, WS4NC
 December 12:  Club Dinner at Mi Pueblo

Other subjects in the planning loop are:  Remote 
Hams, Receive Antennas, EZNec and NEC

All of these are subject to change depending on 
FARC’s, presenters schedules and whatever 
challenges the future holds.

The meeting is normally the Second Monday night at 
the Red Cross Building on Coliseum Drive with the 
meeting starting at 7:30 PM (7:29:56.5 PM this 
month!) and Zoom attendance is always possible for 
those who can’t come in person.   FCC testing is 
usually available , please preregister (but not May)
at info <at> w4nc <dot> com .  Exams start at 6 PM 
sharp.

Contributed by Terry, W3NPS
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HAM FESTIVAL!

Saturday, October 8, 2022

HAMenanny!

ARRL SANCTIONED
FORSYTH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB, INC

Robinhood Road Baptist Church
5422 Robinhood Road

Winston-Salem, NC

Date and location are confirmed
and plans are on

for a big 
Hootenanny!

See W4NC.com for additional details.

TIMES:  7 AM TO 11:30 AM
INSIDE DEALER LOAD-IN ON FRIDAY

OCTOBER 8, 2022

WHY YES, AGAIN!
IN OCTOBER!
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Robert (Bob) Gates, KJ4IC-SK

Robert Gates of Bradenton passed away 
on May 28th, 2022.

He is survived by his loving family and 
friends.  No services are scheduled at this 
time.

To plant a beautiful memorial tree in 
memory of Robert, please visit our Tree 
Store.

Published by Shannon Funeral Homes - 
Town Chapel on May 31, 2022.

January, 2010 FARC Newsletter

https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/name/robert-gates-obituary?id=34971808

Remembering Bob, KJ4IC-SK
by Don, WS4NC

Bob was a dear friend and died suddenly and unexpected in his sleep May 28.  I have been in 
contact with his son, Josh on May 29.  

Bob was a previous past president of FARC and was active in FCC testing and many club 
activities.  Bob served as our FCC Trustee until recently.  The picture above is from his “Ham-
Of-The-Year” award from FARC in 2009.

I had talked with Bob back in February and had wanted to stop by on a trip to Florida then, but 
flying turned out to be better than driving and all I could do was wave as we flew over central 
Florida.  He was a dear friend and the club was blessed to have him serve in many capacities 
over the years.  I helped Bob and his son move several times, and helped him move out of his 
house when he moved to Bradenton, Florida back around 2010.  The first place Bob moved to 
was not ham radio friendly yet he did some QRPing from parks and beaches.  He was so happy 

to move into a house back last year where he could start putting up antennas 
and getting back on the radio.  Bob had a passion for music, computers and 
ham radio and was active as a key collector, a passion he and I both shared.

Bob had seemed healthy and this was very unexpected.  Josh has promised 
to keep us informed as more plans are made.  At the left is teenage Bob 
featured as the month’s mystery ham a few years ago.
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Before  There Was . . .Top Gun
   Dirigible

by Brian, KN4R

You can watch “Dirigible" on youtube here - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWpcgwxs-Mw
  Radio scene at 1:10, I wish I could make out what radios 
they are!

More about the moive:

https://airandspace.si.edu/stories/editorial/before-top-
gun-hollywood-promoted-dirigible

[Editor’s note:  I placed three screen captures here from the 
radio sections of .  The only close up was with the Dirigible
dog, and then only for a few seconds, and at a quick glance I 
thought it was a 19-inch rack-mount HP 200 oscillator, but the 
problem with that is the 200D didn’t come about until 1939 
and the movie was 1931.  And there are more knobs than an 
audio oscillator.  I have seen that knob before, just can’t 
remember on what.  So, I’m not sure what they were using.]
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Suggested things to bring to Field 
Day

Safety equipment:  Hard hats for those doing 
antennas, gloves, hand tools such as screwdrivers, 
nut drivers (a multi-tool works great here), pliers, 
wire cutters, bug spray, sun screen, , . . . 

For operators:  Stadium seats (if you have one - the 
benches get mighty hard), it would be super nice if 
someone showed up with a box of sausage biscuits 
(or just jelly biscuits) on early Sunday morning for 
those who operated overnight!  If you have a roll of 
coax with Pls, bring it.    We may be low on short 
coax sections to connect gear.  A comfy folding 
chair.  Small fan.  WS4NC’s BIG fan will be there.  
Whatever you bring, label it!

Saturday Dinner:  6 PM Saturday dinner is going to 
be catered by 66 Pizza (and is likely to be pizza - 
dah!)  As always bringing a dish is welcome, but not 
required.  The club will provide paper plates, 
spoons, forks, knives . . . and even pizza, but the 
donation bucket will be out.

Some things that may or may not be there: T.P., 
soap, paper towels . . .

Most important thing:  Yourself, Friday for 
antennas if possible, Saturday morning too if 
possible, and during operation after 2 PM Sat., and 
help to tear down on Sunday, and if nothing else . . . 
for dinner Saturday!

Fi e ld  Da y  T hu rsday,  Fr i day, 
Saturday

Some of us will be out at the park for a reconnoiter 
mission Thursday starting at 6:30 PM.  At the appointed 
hour we will be pulling ropes only up into the trees.  The 
main set up day is Friday starting at 9AM when the 
antennas will go up.  Then again Saturday morning to get 
more antennas up.  

The last antennas up are usually the 80 Meter SSB and 
CW antennas as the higher bands will be first need as 
Field Day starts at 2 PM.  80-meter activity doesn’t 
usually start until about sunset, and then it will be 
booming overnight, as the hgiher bands die back.  This 
year promises to be something different than previous 
years since sunspots are starting to come back and 10 
and 15 meters has been open even as late as midnight.

If you are visiting, or haven’t operated in a while, please 
let someone know you would like some air time.  Most 
people show up in the afternoon before dinner, while we 
want some of best ops on the air then, we will do what we 
can to accommodate everyone, but we can’t read your 
mind,  The GOTA station (courtesy of W2DZO)  will be 
set to accommodate as many  “newbies” as we can.  

Just please remember that we will need help tearing all 
down and getting back stored properly.  Emphasis on 
stored properly.  On Sunday morning around 9-10 AM 
the 80 meter antennas will be the first down, since those 
bands will probably be dead shortly after sunrise.  And 
there will be some packing going on in the later morning.  
Even if you are not on the air, an operation this large 
requires an “all hands on deck” kind of attitude, and tear 
down is as important as putting it all up - and thankfully 
usually easier.

(Troubled) bridge over waters.  Someone 
should write a song!

Wait, maybe someone did.
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Field Day Meeting Notes
June 6, 2022

by Dave, N2AWE
FD Chairman

 1. We will be operating 9A. Gene has proposed 
to switch some radios from night bands to day bands 
during Field Day. This would keep the radios 
stations/operators more active, contributing to a 
higher score while retaining the 9A classification. We 
will have to raise a couple more antennas.

 2. Hope to have a broad band 80M antenna. 
Gene will final tune it at Field Day. 

 3. Harlan will be setting up a 2 meter station as 
part of the AuxComm display. We will use this station 
as a talk-in for the field day locator. Note- Could 
someone post the 145.77 repeater on the field day 
locator?

 4. I asked Henry about what version of N1MM 
we will be using and how do we control it. Below is 
his answer:

 a. “I have currently loaded 1.0.9558 which is 
listed as June ##. I’m not sure why it’s listed as that 
but we’ll go with that version. If something happens 
between now and field day we can update it. Of 
course I can update anything on site as well. And 
having different versions may not be as problematic 

as it used to be so that’s not something to worry 
about. Small rocks at this point. Those bringing 
computers should be sure they have Wi-Fi, they 
have their date and time set properly and they have 
the 1.0.9558 version of N1MM loaded. The rest of it’s 
easy.”

 5. Henry also reports that the GOTA station is 
ready.

 6. I talked to Steve about the racks that are 
currently disassembled at the RC. At the next club 
meeting he will ask club members for help with 
moving and assembling the rack at the storage 
shed.

 7. I have sent a note to Jeff to verify we are set 
on food. I asked if he is doing any shopping (paper 
plates and such) if he would pick up TP and paper 
towels for the restrooms.

 8. I will bring a second Astron 35A

Dates and times for Field Day are:

   Thursday, 18:30 for stringing lines into the trees
   Friday, 0900 for raising antennas and possibly laying coax
  (depending on grass being cut)
   Saturday, 0900 for major setup effort.
   Saturday, 1400, Field Day operations
   Sunday, 1400 or earlier, Field Day disassembly.

Above is the antenna plan as of 5/3/22 when we made a 
morning reconnoiter of the site.  There will likely be some 
changes, and Gene will bring a new map.  Antennas are 
about in the same locations as previous years.  The nice 
thing about Hobby Park is not only the facility, but the 
great antenna possibilities.  WS Parks and Recreation 
keeps making improvements to the site, which is 
wonderful.

Congratulations to Mike, KF4EOD
and his new bride

The Newsletter received 
several emails regarding 
the good news that Mike 
recently was married.  
Mike can frequently be 
found on the 145.47 
repeater.  The picture is 
from Mike’s QRZ page.

Hobby Park is waiting for us . . .
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In late 1950s and early 1960s Collins realeased the Collins KWM-1, the KWM-2 and 2A.  These rigs established the 
absolute standard for ham gear and other manufacturers raced to catch up.  The KWM-2 was about $1150, plus 
count on anouther $300-500 for mics, noise blanker and power supplies.  Total maybe $1650.  Doesn’ sound so bad 
today until you realise to multiply by 10 or 11 to get 2022 dollars.  In 1965 a new Ford Mustang sold for $2400.

While we could pick out other radios for comparision, especially on the high end, the EICO 753 was popular for the 
budget-minded.  Assembled for $299 or kit form for about $179.  Still needs a power supply.  There was a bit more 
craftsmanship required to build than say the Heathkit HW-100.  It was a good looking radio, inside and outside.  It 
did have a reputation for drifting (7-drifty-3), but wasn’t too bad after it was good and warmed up.  It had 80, 40 and 
20 meter bands, single conversion, used a 7360 balanced modulator just like a KWM-2, and had a decent receiver 
for the day, with a 4-pole crystal filter at 5.2 MHZ, 200 watts PEP, probably lower receive noise than the Heathkit.

These go begging at hamfests.  At Rockhill last year I think you could have picked up 3 for about $100-150 total for 
all 3.  They would make a fun restoration project.  Power supply is in the picture above.  Not shown, and harder to 
find, is the Eico Keyer (shown on page 33, bottom left, in the 2022 Dayton photos). 
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Continued on page 14

Spaghetti Dinner a Success!

by Don, WS4NC

First I have to seriously 
thank my sous chefs:  
Jeff, AC4YN; Crystal, 
W4CAA; Henry, W2DZO; 
Steve, WA3RTC; Mike, 
KK4LCJ; Cathy Kippe 
(Cathy dates back to the 
FARC days of Tink and 
Ethyl Kanoy).  And thanks 
to the excellent facility 
loaned by the Robinhood 
Road Baptist Church, 
without which this would 

not have been possible.

I’m the one in the big stupid red chef hat.  I had to 
order a red one since Henry siad he was brining his 
white one.  Ha!

Credit for everything that went right goes to my 
helpers, any issues that didn’t belongs to me.  Henry 
and Jeff took care of doing the spaghetti noodles, 
and also did the brownies.  Crystal, Cathy, Jeff and 
Steve were my main sous chefs.  Jeff and Steve 
came in on Saturday to help make the bread dough.  
Steve was the main mushroom tester/sneaker after 
they came out of the butter (don’t make me get my 
big spatula!).  

Hadn’t planned on Henry and Jeff making ALL the 
brownies, but after a few trays went home, nothing 
went to waste there either.  Brownies are a little 
tricky, one tray isn’t a problem besides getting the 
time right, just done without getting over or under 
done, and still warm when the ice cream hits it.  
When you put 6 trays into the oven at one time, then 

the time gets much tricker and uniformity becomes 
an issue as few ovens have uniform heat.  Still they 
turned out tops.

Who is the most important person in the kitchen?  
That would be the scullery boy (or girl).  Without 
someone to keep very much on top of dirty dishes, 
counters, pot, pans, and the trash not only will 
everything drop behind, but it all starts to fall apart.  
Leaving the ktichen as good or better than we found 
it, was really important to me.  Scullery is too often a 
thankless job.  Jim Register stepped up to really 
help out in this regard and it was very much 
appreciated.  Thanks Jim.  Crystal, Jeff, Steve and 
Henry also helped with keeping the cleanup going.

I had hoped to get a picture of all the helpers, but 
some skipped out the door before I got a shot.  I 
didn’t get to see it, but the Davie County Enterprise 
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NC Forestry Service 
Communications

At the right is the picture from Bob’s QRZ page.  Yes 
Bob is an Extra Class  ham and doing a dream job, 
with a nice view on many days.

Below are some of the different radios Bob uses.  
Bob stressed that if someone shows up with a 
Baofeng, volunteer or professional, they take the 
Baofeng away and issue them a real radio!  When 
lives and property is on the line at $30 radio just isn’t 
going to make the cut.  The radios below range in 
price from just under a $1,000 to multi-kilo dollar 
radios trucking radios.

At the right is one of the key pieces of gear that 
facilitates communications between radio systems, 
an Incident Commanders' Radio Interface, which 
provides quick and easy on-site, cross-band/cross-
platform interoperability for all radio devices.  The 
picture below is the Pelican case that all this neatly 
fits in.

Thank you Bob for your service and for giving us the 
big picture.  If you missed the program, it is available 
from  .www.w4nc.com
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tops.  We rotated 3 coffee makers and had plenty of 
water available.  Many left over non-pershible items 
(cups, plates, aluminum trays, tea bags, water) will 
make it to Field Day.

It must have been good.  I 
planned for a 100, we had 
about 80 eaters, and 
there was almost nothing 
left.  The spaghetti pan 
had exactly 4 noodles 
left, so we could have 
m a d e  m o r e .   T h e 
s p a g h e t t i  w a s  t h e 
cheapest ingredient.  
The salad went over well, 
and not much left there 
either.

The bread gave me problems, both is some 
mistakes in scaling up the recipe and some 
problems with the ovens.  Some came out 
acceptable and some didn’t.  They were better fresh 
from the oven.   I may write that up in a future 
Newsletter.  For noww due to request here is the 
spaghetti sauce receipt:

Spaghetti Sauce for a Big or Small Crowd

by Don Edwards, WS4NC

This is my classic recipe for large spaghetti dinners, 
it has been used to feed over 100 people and I’ve 
used variations on this for over 40 years.  For me 
cooking is a passion, not a profession.  I’m going to 
cover the big recipe here, but it can be broken down 
for a family sized dinner as described below.  In total 
it makes around 5 gallons, which I break down into 
three containers, or just a family-sized portion.  
While it sounds like a lot of trouble, once you have 
done this it isn’t really hard and is so much better 
than any canned sauce.

Ingredients (see text for amounts):

 Roma tomatoes
 Canned crushed tomatoes (optional – this is
  to extend the sauce for more people)
 Tomato paste
 Sweet onions
 Mushrooms
 Green peppers
 Hamburger
 Kellygold Butter 
 Olive oil
 Veg. Broth
 Pasta broth (see below)
 Italian Seasoning
 Basil
 Garlic cloves
 Bay leaves
 Salt 
 Flour
 Helpers

optional:  pepper, rosemary, oregano, celery, cumin, 
cayenne pepper (hot!), red pepper flakes (I usually 
put these out and let those who want hot use what 
they want)

You may want to have some ½ size steam aluminum 
disposable trays available to hold the ingredients as 
they are prepared.  They canned be rinsed and 
reused later if they just contained the veggies.

Preparation:  Chop up the onions and set aside, for a 
crowd you’ll need about 4 onions, for family use 
about ¾ to 1 onion.  Depending on the season the 

a n d  t h e  C l e m m o n s 
Courier both supposedly 
ran an article on our 
dinner.  Meeting with the 
reporter took up a lot of 
time just as we were 
getting the final diner 
ready.  My bad, I didn’t get 
more tea on at that time, 
and I noticed that the 5+ 
gallons were gone near 
the end of the meal.  
Someone said the tea 
was close to K&W’s, 
which to me is high praise 
because their tea is really 

Continued on the next page
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best are either Vidalia or Peruvian sweet onions.  
Yellow onions work too, if those are what you have.  I 
prefer larger pieces, but go for what size you prefer.

Slice the mushrooms, for family size about 10 large 
mushrooms.  The slices should be just under ¼-inch 
thick.  For a crowd, a lot more, say about 3 24-ounce 
Costco-sized trays.  If there are serious mushroom 
lovers go for four trays.  You’ll see why later.

Tomatoes:  Dice the Roma tomatoes into cubes.  
They don’t have to be really small cubes.  For the big 
recipe you are going to need 40-50 tomatoes, or a lot 
more – that’s why I have the canned tomatoes, for a 
family size, about 5 tomatoes, maybe more if you 
skip the canned crushed tomatoes.  Set the diced 
tomatoes aside.  

Chop up the green peppers.  For a family size, one 
large pepper is about a cup which is about right.  For 
the crowd use about 6 peppers.  Core them and 
remove stems and seeds before chopping.  Again, I 
like larger pieces.

Garlic:  for the crowd size version use 36 cloves or 
so.  For family size, say 2-3 but know your crowd.  
My rule about garlic is:  if the recipe calls for X 
amount of garlic, add a little, then double that, then 
add some more.  There are no vampires around my 
house.  To mince the garlic put the clove on your 
chopping board, lay a large kitchen knife (better 
meat cleaver) on top, then carefully but forcefully hit 
it with your hand.  The skin can then be easily 
removed so you can mince what remains.  Fresh 
garlic tastes much different than the powder and 
makes the kitchen smell so good while cooking.

Brown the hamburger.  For a big crowd you will need 
about 7 pounds.  For a family sized version, just use 
one pound.  Set this aside for later.

Put some butter in a pan and brown the mushrooms.  
I really prefer the Kellygold butter.  The mushrooms 
will adsorb a lot of butter.  Set these aside and guard 
them.  I had people coming in and stealing 
mushrooms while other things were being prepared.  
I had to threaten the “spatula!”

With a little olive oil brown the onions until they are 
just translucent, then add the garlic last.  You don’t 
want to overcook the garlic which is why it is added 
last.  This can be done in your large pot.  Add the 
tomatoes and cook.  I didn’t add celery, but if you like 

it now is the time.  This is what the French call 
moipoix (pronounced meer-PWAH), the aromatic 
ingredients cooked down in butter or oil without 
browning them.  This is basic to a lot of French and 
Italian cooking.  And you thought this was Italian.  It’s 
both really.  Now that you know this, you are a real 
chef.

After the tomatoes have cooked down for about 15-
30 minutes add the browned hamburger.  Add 
tomato paste now, a couple of tablespoons to each 
big pot, one to the veggie pot, one to the family-sized 
pot.   Some people like more tomato paste, I think it 
adds sweetness, so I use less. I add the green 
peppers with the hamburger (you could have added 
the peppers with the tomatoes, but I prefer a little 
more crispness to the peppers).  

I supplement my Roma tomatoes with canned 
crushed tomatoes after all is in the pot just because 
they are cheap and easy, and if you have more 
people than planned this can extend it all at the last 
minute.  If you are going for the crowd then two 
number-10 cans (we used 2 and 1/2); for the family-
sized version one 15-ounce can or so.  I really like 
the Contadina brand but use what’s available.  Since 
these are cooked I don’t add the crushed tomatoes 
until after the fresh tomatoes have been cooked 
down.  You can skip the canned tomatoes and just 
use your own tomatoes since that is what this is all 
about, but it does help if you have more people than 
planned.  I had trouble finding enough Roma 
tomatoes when I did the Sunday shopping before 
the dinner, so the canned tomatoes was a big help, 
and I found them on sale for $1.97 a can.

For a big group I split this into three pots, two large 
and one small.  The large pots will be about 2 gallons 
each and the small pot about 1 gallon.  This give 
three options  1) Mushrooms with hamburger; 2) No 
mushrooms but with hamburger (some people 
either don’t like or are allergic to mushrooms, so you 
may need to keep everything very separate for the 
allergic people; and 3) vegetarian (usually 
mushrooms, but no meat).  If you do this, you will 
need to split the following accordingly.

Olive oil:  family size - ¼ cup, big crowd gets about ½ 
cup per gallon, so if you’ve split into threes like 
directions above each gallon pot gets a cup and the 
veggie-sauce gets about ½ cup.  

Continued on page 17
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President’ Column

Winston Salem Red Cross center. 

Field Day is the largest FARC club event in which we 
participate each year. It is just us and a few millions 
of our closest friends lighting up the ham bands for 
24 hours on the last full weekend of June. Field Day 
provides for the FUN of erecting an impressive array 
of antennas, setting up many radio stations, wiring 
an emergency power system, and a booting up a lot 
of computing power for logging. Yes, it is FUN even 
with the many hours of work put into the event. Did I 
mention Saturday dinner is included?

Currently, we are working on Club Meeting 
presentations and special events for future FARC 
programs. If you have a topic you would like to hear 
about at an FARC meeting or at a small group 
training session (or even give such a presentation) 
please let one of your club officers know. 

I want to thank all who helped with the May Spaghetti 
Dinner. A lot of effort went into preparing a meal fit to 
be served in any of the best Italian restaurants 
around (at least that is my opinion). The planning of 
the main course was so accurate that only 4 strands 
of spaghetti remained as left overs.  I also hear the 
brownie desert was so well received that similar 
treats may show up at some of the future FARC 
events.

Update on the new FARC Shack: The end-feed long 
wire at the new FARC Shack is still down for a few 
modifications / repairs to improve its coverage. Work 
on Field Day as well as other items inside the shack 
has soaked up a lot of volunteer time and the end-
feed antenna is one of the victims of the limited time 
resource. If you wish to help get this antenna back 
up, please let me know and we will include you in the 
“work party” on the roof. We still have two 2 M/70 CM 
antennas available in the shack for use as work 
proceeds on finishing the next two benches. Please 
take some time to visit the New Club Shack. We will 
have it open after each club meeting and you can 
contact me or one of the other officers for access to 
the room at other times.

I will be looking for you at the June Club meeting and 
on the air,

73’s Steve WA3RTC

Continued from page 1

Shop & Tech Talk

is back on EVERY Wednesday 
night at 7:30 PM.  Zoom ID: 549 621 
524 log in is club call lower case.  
This is your opportunity to get help 
with tems like all thoose pesky 
computer issues, getting all the 
programs to work and play nicely 
with each other.   Technical topics.  
What’s on the bands. You are not 
an island, we can help you with any 
issue you have.  Or we can just 
chat and shoot the breeze.  Either 
way.
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Spices:  Italian spice - two tablespoons to each big 
pot and one to the veggie pot.  Then one tablespoon 
of basil to each big pot and ½ to the veggie pot.  At 
home for the family size I use 1 tablespoon of Italian 
and ½ table spoon of basil.  Two tablespoons of salt 
to each big pot, one to the veggie pot.  Family size, 
about two teaspoons of salt.  A teaspoon of cumin 
per pot is good.  I usually skip the cayenne pepper 
and the red-pepper flakes.  While I like hot, some 
like it not.

A word about Italian seasoning: it depends on the 
manufacturer but it is usually a mixture of marjoram, 
basil, oregano, garlic, thyme, sage and maybe some 
other spices in various amounts.  You can mix your 
own.  I add more basil because I like that.  It is all 
good.  The measures given are guidelines, I quit 
measuring a long time ago, I put what looks right and 
tastes right.  Optional, add some black pepper to 
taste.  I can write a book, or at least an article, about 
black pepper.  Best kinds of black pepper: Malabar 
Coast of India, and some of the Vietnamese 
peppers.  It will say on the label where it is from if it is 
a good kind.  Either buy good coarse ground, or 
grind your own.

Vegetable broth:  Add a cup to a cup and half of 
vegetable broth to the big pots and ½ to ¾ cup to the 
veggie sauce.  Chicken stock works OK too.  This is 
really optional but it adds flavor and thins the sauce a 
little.  Also I scoop out some of the pasta water and 
add that to the sauce, about ½ cup per gallon, the 
starch makes the sauce stick to the spaghetti 
noodles better.  Obviously, the pasta water will be 
last.  If you add these, add a tablespoon or two of 
flour to each gallon of sauce to thicken it back up.  It 
will take a few minutes to thicken so go slow with the 
flour.

If you have been cooking this for a large crowd then 
you should plan on having this done about 2-3 hours 
before meal time.  It can simmer and make the 
flavors grow.  For the family sized version it gets 
better as it simmers but anytime is OK.  Doing all the 
above sounds like a lot of work, this is why there are 
helpers on the ingredient list.  The chef guides 
mostly and the helpers do the chop-chop.  If it turns 
out well, then the helpers get the credit.  If it flops, it’s 
the chef’s fault.  It was almost as much work to write 
this out as it was to cook it.  For a crowd a couple of 
100 people, three helpers are better.  And the most 
important person in the kitchen?  The scullery boy 
(or girl).  Someone has to keep things clean as we 

go along.  Without that person, we are all in trouble.

Notice there is no sugar in this.  It may still be very 
sweet because of the tomatoes.  If you think it is too 
sweet, then a (very) little vinegar will kill the 
sweetness, but don’t add too much.  I prefer the 
Balsamic vinegar sold by Costco, but any vinegar 
does this.

Spaghetti:  plan on about 2+ ounces per person.  
We did 12 pounds for about 70 people.  The 
spaghetti noodles are about the cheapest thing here 
so don’t skimp.  Usually about 10 minutes in a roiling 
boil for “al dente”.  Don’t overcook.  I’ll say again – 
don’t overcook.

Parmesan cheese:  get that green and clear bottle 
out of the refrigerator and put it in the trash.  It is 30-
50% sawdust.  They call it cellulose, I call it sawdust; 
tomato, toMAto.  While genuine Italian Parmesan 
cheese is expensive, there are some American 
Parmesan cheeses that are really good and not 
much more expensive ( a dollar or two) than the 
bottle kind.  Grate your own as you need it.  You can 
do with the standard cheese graters or buy one of 
the good hand-crank kinds, it is an investment 
(about $30), that pays off well and does more than 
just cheese.  The spaghetti is so very much better 
with real cheese on top.  Want to be fancy?  Throw 
some black olives on top.  And some fresh parsley.

A batch of electric timers can be bought on various 
internet sites for about $2 each when cooking many 
things for a large crowd.  They will keep you on time 
if you set them liberally as things are cooking. 

If you have some sauce left over you can freeze it in 
appropriate-sized portions.  Now stay out of my 
cooked buttered mushrooms before the sauce gets 
done.  Or I’ll be chasing you with a spatula.

WHAT IS THE MEDICAL TERM
FOR EATING SO MUCH PASTA

THAT YOU CAN NO LONGER WALK?

PASTAPLEGIA!
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Well, it’s about time . . .
by Don, WS4NC

Gird your loins hammies, we are going on a geeky roller 
coaster, with multiple puns along the way, most of these puns 
will go right over your head the first time you read this, and 
probably the fifth time - they did mine.

Hams have an inordinate obsession about time and 
frequency.  At least older hams do.  How many of us 
are nostalgic about listening to WWV?  Tick . . . Tick . 
. . Tick

There is something magical, maybe even hypnotic, 
about WWV.  It has always been a good propagation 
check, to see which of the higher bands are open.  
Great for setting your clock.  It was indispensable for 
determine frequency on older gear.  With today’s 
PLL and really good TCXOs, and digital radios that 
can be adjusted to zero beat with WWV, and once 
set, nearly never drift away, the importance is 
lessened.  So we take this a little too much for 
granted.

It wasn’t always this way.  Both time and frequency 
were harder to determine with accuracy.  Early 
adoption of quartz crystals in ham radio started 
around 1923, but were very advanced projects for 
people who were mostly Bell Labs scientists and 
hams, these required hand-cut crystals.  In July, 
1924 QST was the first published ham crystal 
transmitter.  In August, 1925 QST General Radio 
introduced a quartz crystal, cut to your custom 
frequency.  It had two banana plugs, spaced 0.75-
inch apart, the foundation of what would eventually 
become a standard well beyond crystals - just look at 
any digital meter, there is a reason why the banana 
jacks are spaced the way they are.  Some digital 
multimeters are modified today so you can’t pull the 
plug out and grab something hotter than you’d like, 
but for the most part they are still banana plugs and 
jacks and still spaced 3/4-inch apart, on DMMs and 
other gear.  But I digress.  Those banana-plugged 
crystals from GR sold for $50, about $850 in today’s 
money.  By the early 1930’s crystals had dropped in 

Continued on the next page

https://slideplayer.com/slide/11821725/

Very early WWV QSL.  Notice the QTH.
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price to about $5, about $86 in 2022 dollars, if you 
supplied your own holder, about a buck more if you 
wanted a holder.  Still too much money for some.  
Even today most of us would think a while before 
dropping $86 on one part.

Bliley Crystal Ad, ~1932

In the early 1930s Bliley became a major supplier of 
crystals for amateurs, about their only market at the 
time beside broadcasters - broadcasters would 
need one crystal, and maybe a spare, and then only 
order once when they first went on the air.  Fewer 
than a 1000 broadcast stations total, but ham radio 
was growing like a weed (tens of thousands each 
year), and hams needed more than a few crystals 
each.  Bliley is still in business today making timing 
products, including quartz crystals.

It was once a thing to get a 
hunk of Brazilian quartz 
and a hack saw and cut 
your own crystal.  Who 
remembers X, Y and AT cut 
crystals? Still on the exam 
for First and Second Class 
Radiotelephone license up 
through the 1970s and 
1980s.   And then grind this 
cut slab of crystal down to 
the frequency you want.  A 
laborious job that might 

take a week.  Your only other choice was to spend $5 
(or $6) of depression-era money so that your 
transmitter would be on frequency.

Well, what does all of this 
have to do with TIME, the 
title of the article?  And 
why, exactly, is it about 
time?  For one thing, 
frequency and time are 
r e c i p r o c a l s ,  f = 1 / t .  
Another thing is that 
quartz accuracy for clocks 
became a state-of-the-art 
thing for clocks about the 

end of WW2.  A lot of scientific energy and thought 
went into how to make clocks more accurate, and up 
to the late 1950s quartz was king.  And 55 years is 
long enough (wait, you’ll get it).

The yearly movement of the earth around the sun 
was known to be much more precise than the 
rotation of the earth, to within a second of 365 and 
1/4 days, so in the 1950s, the second was defined as 
a fraction of the time of the earth around revolution 
the sun.  It wasn’t really worked out until the 1950s 
how variable the of the earth was, with rotation 
causes from variation in how much snow fell at the 
poles, to how many micrometeorite fell on the earth 
and even the slowing caused by the moon (tides), 
distance from the sun, among other sources of 
change, so the length of a day was just not accurate 
enough.  

Around 1950 a tinker in things-physics notices that 
when an electron jumps from one energy band to 
another in the element cesium-133, it seemed to be 

Continued on the next page
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stupendously more accurate in frequency, and 
therefore time, than anything else known at the time 
(yes, another pun).

HP Cesium clock.  You can find these used on eBay, for a 
bucket of cash.  They are finicky, probably need a new 
cesium cell, and why on earth would you want one?  That 
said, I wanted one very badly at one time (again, a pun).

Now we have to go back in time (pun?).  What is a 
second? And why do clocks count in 60s, a.k.a. the 
sexagesimal system?  Second question first.  
Sexagesimal dates back to the early Sumerians 
around 3,000 BC who passed it along to the 
Babylonians.  If you can remember back when you 
learned to divide big numbers in the first three or four 
grades, it was hard.  There was a reason why you 
were taught a particular, and peculiar, system 
following a funny mechanical routine.  Your couldn’t 
understand why, but it worked.  Based on powers of 
10.  Here are your first grade numbers if you were 
Sumaria.

Long division is a problem in learning early math for 
anyone and the Sumerians had noticed that 60 is 
easily and divided by a lot of smaller evenly 
numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 30 with no 
remainder.  Remainders are messy.  This leads to 
6X60 (360) being used for circles, another messy 
thing we are stuck with, but not in SI units though. 

Base 12 also originated in Mesopotamia and came 
through multiple languages up to us.  Skip your 
thumb and count the number of finger bones.  How 
many did you get?  Ha, a dozen! I could digress here 
and go through a baker’s dozen, a Texas dozen (15) 
or even the Dodecanse Islands in Greece.  How 
many of you have worked Dodecanese Islands 
(Greece) especially on FT8?

As for hours, it seemed easy to establish 12 hours 
for day and 12 hours for night.  But centuries ago 
they weren’t the same amount of time.  Long 
summer days and short winter days both had 12 
hours of daylight in common reckoning.  For a long 
lazy summer 1/12 of the light was great but you can’t 
get the same amount of work done in a short winter 
hour, however you often didn't need to work so hard 
in winter.  Not really any factory jobs, and people as 
well as the animals operated around the available 
sunlight.  Still, it was wanted to break up the hour 
into minutes, this got the full Sexagesimal treatment, 
60 minutes = 1 hour but only after first being 1/2. 1/3, 
1/4 and 1/5 hour were used as increments.  There 
just wasn’t any accurate system to break time up 
more accurately until about the 14th century when 
mechanical clocks came along.

And yet, while not needed to much in personal life, 
sometimes it was wanted to have even shorter 
measures of time than minutes.  The first approach 
to this was to divide minutes into half, thirds, 
quarters, fifths, and sixths, like the hours were done.  
Seconds were all a guessing game until the 16th 
century when pendulum clocks came around 
(1656).  A pendulum of about 1-meter in length 
swings at about 1 second.  An escapement works 
with it to make it exactly one second.  The first known 
clock to have seconds as we know them (1/60 of a 
minute) was made about 1565.  Before pendulum 
clocks, the best were mechanical clocks starting 
about the 14 century, before that a sun dial, which 
keeps time, again not very precise, and apparent 
before that water clocks.  Somewhere in there came 
hour glasses.

Continued on the next page
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The second was declared to be 1/86400 of a mean 
solar day in the 1940s.  Why a mean solar day?  Did 
you know that days are about 14 minutes shorter in 
the early spring and about 15 minutes longer in the 
late fall?  [There is a long story here, I’m shortening 
all of this.]  That requires one to average the length 
of the day to get the total time and then divide by 
86400.  And it stayed that way until the late 1940s 
when quartz crystal clocks could keep time to about 
1 part in 10^8 and the second was defined as a 
portion of the year.  And how do you count those total 
seconds accurately in the first place?

Cesium clocks were a laboratory curiosity until 1967 
w h e n  t h e  s e c o n d  w a s  r e d e fi n e d  t o  b e 
“9 ,192 ,631 ,770  per iods  o f  the  rad ia t i on 
corresponding to the transition between the two 
hyperfine levels of the ground state of the caesium-
133 atom" (at a temperature of 0 K and at mean sea 

level).”  The number of periods (frequency) was 
chosen to be as close to the ephemeris [big word, I 
know, look it up] second, about 1/86400 of a day.  

Early on, it was noticed that, over time (pun?), with 
several cesium clocks running, there would be ever 
so slight differences between them.  That is because 
they were only about 2 cm difference in altitude 
between them.  Hello Mr. Einstein!  Gravity affects 
time, even tiny changes in altitude.  The closer you 
are to sea level, the slower time runs.  Put a cesium 
clock in orbit and you have both gravity and velocity 
to deal with (again, hello Mr. Einstein!).

Today the second is a consensus agreement 
between multiple cesium clocks in multiple places 
around the world.  In the US I think it is about 12 
clocks in Bolder, CO and those are compared to the 
others around the world, it is the consensus 
agreement among the major metrological agencies 
in world.  The second today is accurate to about 1 
part in a few billion years. 

In my shop I keep three rubidium standards, not 
quite to cesium standards, but very good, unsynced 
to a GPS satellite they are accurate in a few parts or 
so in ten to the minus tenth (don’t quote me on that 
number, it is from memory).  I once rigged a lash-up 

Rubidium Standard almost identical to the main one in my shop.  
This feeds an old HP 5087A 10 MHZ distribution amplifier 
(example below the rubidium standard)  that goes to the other 
instruments.  I had to hunt for several years to find an old HP 
5087A at a price I was willing to pay.  Just a bunch of 10 MHZ 
tuned amplifiers.  Turns out the reason they were going for about 
$600, they contain about that much gold on the boards, back 
when HP heavy gold plated everything and gold was $35 a ounce.

Time zones in the contanetial US.  Notice how many states 
have more than one time zone.  And then there’s Atlantic 
Standard Time (Puerto Rico and US Virgin Islands), Hawaii 
Standard Time, Samoian Standrd Time, and even 
Chomorro Standard Time (look it up).

www.time.gov

Continued on the next page
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to get one to sync to GPS, but never boxed the thing.  
Wasn’t worth the effort, as at best I need to be one 
part in 10^7 or so, and I did NIST level metrological 
work for some clients measurement needs, but 
generally not time, at least directly. At the peak my 
s h o p  c o u l d  m e a s u r e  8  1 / 2  d i g i t s  o f 
voltage/ohms/current certified to NIST standards, 
which is mostly stupid for day-to-day work since 
there can be tens to hundreds of micro volts 
between dissimilar metals - basically little 
thermocouples, so great care had to be used to 
worthy of that accuracy.

There have only been three real 
scientific definitions of a second:  
a fraction of a mean solar day, a 
fraction of year, and the atomic 
second based on cesium - each 
with much increasing accuracy.  
But hold on to your hats - there is 

June, 1929 QST, Page 85

August, 1925 QST, page 35

Above is the first mention of crystals for sale in QST, 
August,1925.  I have seen the old GR crystals, but I couldn’t 
locate a picture of them anywhere.  I do have in my junkbox a 
couple of the old 1920s Western-Electric big crystals, if I can 
find them.  They are about 1/2-pound in weight. 

Continued on the next page

a meeting of the big measurement agencies 
(International Committee on Weights and Measures 
- French: Comité International des poids et 
mesures, CIPM) of the world in November, 2022 that 
may redefine the second to another newer standard 
which will improve accuracy about two more powers 
of 10, less than one second in the life of the universe 
(howz dat for accuracy?)

I’m not sure what they are proposing, hydrogen 
masers can be that accurate, are smaller, more 
efficient, more expensive, better short term 
accuracy, but poorer long term accuracy. Strontium 
is about as accurate as hydrogen masers and looks 
like a better substitute for cesium-133, as it 
oscillates at optical rather then RF frequencies, but 
they can’t run 24/7 for technical reasons..  Both can 
add an extra two digits or so of accuracy.  Strontium 
pushes the 1 second error limit to about 15 billion 
years.  Not sure about hydrogen.  I’m not up really 
on the skinny on such things.

Why is this important?  Well, we are a bunch of 
Geeks for one thing.  But how well the second can 
be defined is part of why your GPS is only so 
accurate.  Currently accurate to a few feet for a car 
(inches or less for surveying, depending on who 
does it and what equipment is used).  Improving the 
accuracy will bring this down to a few cm for a car, 
however a lot of variables here.  But it goes beyond 
that. As a ham, we need accurate frequencies, but 
really for the most part we only need about 1 part in a 
million or so.  WWV fills that just fine for most of us.  
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WWV over the air can’t get more accurate than 
about one part in a million because radio waves 
travel, refract  and bounce their way to us.  Yes, FT-8 
guys, you want your computer clock to be very close, 
but even then a second or so is usually OK.  
Moonbounce is also another need for timing 
accuracy, although that is a bit esoteric for most of 
us.

But get ready to make the inside of your skull itch.  
There are 22 units of measurement in the 
International System of Units, only 3 do not depend 
on the second.  The mole (think chemistry, not that 
spot on the end of your nose with two wild hairs), the 
radian (angles) and steradian (spheres) do not 
depend on the second.  Almost everything we 
measure depends on time and how accurately we 
can do that depends on the accuracy of the second.  
The cesium clock made it possible to go to the moon 
and the planets and beyond (hello Voyager 1 and 2).  
Until a really accurate way to measure time was 
invented we had trouble crossing oceans.  Forget 
about going to the moon if you can’t get to Hawaii 
closer than a few hundred miles.

How much accuracy do we need?  Finding Voyager 
1 and 2 depends more on how well we define the 
second, rather then the definition of pi.  NASA has 
said that finding Voyager requires only 15 digits of pi 
to locate a point on a 25 billion mile circle 
(approximate radius of the Voyager paths) to within 

doesn’t seem so long ago, but that was 55 years 
ago.  Howdy old timer (geezer).  

Cesium got us to the moon and beyond, now what 
new wonders await?  Quartz wasn’t quite up to the 
job.  Time is the most accurate humanly measurable 
thing, which is good since so many of our 
measurements ultimately depend on it.

Einstein won the Nobel Prize for his 1905 work on 
the photoelectric effect, not special relativity, as is 
often thought, which he also published in 1905, or 

Continued on the next page

a few inches.  You can do the math if it blows your 
skirt up, Marilyn.  Nothing else humans deal with 
requires that much precision of pi.  3.14 is close 
enough for the rest of us.

All the science we depend on today finds its way 
back to the measurement of the second, in one way 
or another.  Our current definition of the second was 
agreed in 1967.  To some of us old geezers that 

Brownian motion, also the same year.  Really bright 
boy.  It had been noticed that a charged gold-leaf 
electroscope could be discharged by light, but only 
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above a certain not intensity.  frequency, 
Frequency of UV and above.  Now how did that 
work? He tied together the work of Maxwell, Planck, 
Hertz,  Faraday and others who did their 
fundamental work without even a good definition of 
the second to do so.  He explained why photons 
were both waves and particles (duality) because of 
this minimum frequency discharge of a gold-leaf 
electroscope.  

Until the late 1940s there wasn’t even a good 
working definition of the second.  Now we are 
approaching being able to measure with accuracy 
and precision less than a second in the life of the 
universe, so much so that little differences like being 
only a mm or two farther from the center of the earth 
makes a difference.  And we have measurable 
come to this point in only a few hundred years and 
only after agreeing on a good definition of the 
second less than 100 years ago.  Scientific progress 
is only accelerating (pun, again, containing 
seconds^2).

Explaining why gravity (and acceleration) affects 
time exceeds my understanding.  One of my heros, 
Physicist Richard Feinman, said that if you cannot 
explain something complex in very simple 
elementary terms, means that you do not 
understand it yourself.  I just don’t have a good 
grasp as to why variations in gravity affects time, but 
it does.  You are right, time really does move slower 
at the beach (closer to the center of the earth) than it 
does here, even if it is only a nanosecond or so.  That 
said, I prefer the mountains.

Many of the physical constants used in physics 
depend on some natural item in nature, pi, Planck’s 
constant, gravitional constant, electron-volt, speed 
of light, Boltzman’s constant.  Our definition of the 
second is unique as it is something that relates to us 
here on earth (the earth’s movement), and that in 
turn relates to how we define all those other 

constants.  Time is seriously hard to nail down 
because it varies more than us humans can deal 
with and things beyond our senses causes it to do 
so, i.e gravity, velocity, acceleration.  And in ways 
that are not part of our everyday experience.  Look 
up Lorentz transformation.  There doesn’t seem to 
be any universal way to define time, yet we feel it 
around us all the time (again, a pun).

& ME

Continued on the next page

Lorentz transformation.  For us mere mortals, at speeds 
your Dodge Challenger can go (represented as v), 
changes are so small compared to the speed of light ( c ), 
this becomes 1 over the square root of 1, or essentially just 
1.  Therefore we don’t see the effect.  At the speed GPS 
satellites go, this becomes a big issue in determining our 
posit ion.   Gravi ty affects 
calculations of your location 
too. mainly because time at the 
satellites distance and time on 
the surface of the earth are 
different.

Does the inside of your 
skull itch yet?  If it isn’t, 
please explain gravity to 
me.  Or maybe your eyes 
just glazed over.   Either is 
OK.  Thanks to Bugs 
Bunny, I know gravity is 
not just a good idea, it’s 
also the law.  But not 
much beyond that.

The cesium standard has 
been with us since 1967.  
Well, it’s about time . . . for 
a change.  Don’t expect any scientific earthquakes 
overnight.  I don’t even expect the change to make 
the news, outside of a bunch of geeks.  But in time 
(ahem), WWV, GPS and other things will be a little 
more accurate and precise, not that we will really 
notice, at least right away.  For most us this may be 
like knowing pi to 100 digits, or not.  Yes, there were 
a lot of puns, I can’t help it when the subject is time.  
But look back to the 1920s when we were just 
beginning to get a handle on all of this.
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Yes, much of this went over my head, and I wrote it.  
If all of this went over your head, well me too.  I only 
see a few of the most obvious associations, and 
poorly at that.  GPS is the most obvious.  Right now 
we are just barely at the accuracy that allows self 
driving cars.  And just barely.  Improving position 
measurement in real time should be obvious.  I’m 
sure there are some things that are not so obvious.  

As to ham radio, we are already beyond the 
accuracy for frequency and time that allows our 
equivalent of locating Voyager, but who knows.  
There may be some things we don’t see coming.  As 
a ham, we have a big interest in time and frequency, 
so I thought you might be interested.  The ability to 

measure time with not only but also precision, 
accuracy, (those terms are important) along with all 
the scientific measurements derived from the 
second in our technical world seems important to 
me.  So much here I didn’t mention, such as Doppler 
shifts.  didn’t forget, just wasn’t as important, and 
most were derivative from time.   I tried to keep this 
basic and it started out as only a blurb.  I do get 
wordy at times when the subject excites me. I hope 
you went along for the ride, and enjoyed it too.  I 
could expand the subject of quartz crystals and the 
part they played, maybe on another day. 

Now for another trip back in time. 

This is a ~1875 clock that 
belonged to my father, 
made in Tennessee.  He 
had a real thing about 
clocks, and acquired this 
one about 1963, from a 
family that didn’t want it 
any longer.  My family is 
the second owner. It was 
in the living room of the 
house I grew up in, and 
my bedroom was just on 
the other side of the wall.  

I would turn up WWV and 
adjust the pendulum to 
try and get it so they were 
in agreement for 24 
hours .   A hope less 
cause.  I now know that 
temperature, humidity, 
the phases of the moon 
(which it also tracks), 
dust and vibrations were 
the cause of the most 
errors, but still we could get it close to a few seconds 
a day.  Amazing given the technology of the day it 
was built.  The pendulum is about 1-meter long, 
about perfect for one second.

Today this clock is in my house, but it sadly needs 
some maintenance, preferably by an expert in old 
clocks, which is not me.  Even when I do get it 
running, I probably will not wind it.  The gong will 
rattle the windows, wake the neighbors and scare 
the living bejesus out of any rats in the house.  Did I 
mention that this was on the other side of my 
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bedroom wall when I was growing up?  There was a 
coo-coo clock next to it and a Westminster Chime 
clock in the same room, along with about a dozen 
other clocks that went bong, boing, coo-coo, and 
other assorted sounds every 15 mintues in near 
synchronicity.  Now you know what happened to me.

You get points if you figure out all the puns contained in the title 
of this article. I’m up to about 5, but I won’t remember them all.  
Most of the other puns really were unintentional, they almost 
went over my head at the I was writing this.  For the most time 
part, the science went over my head too.  This is the stuff I think 
about when nobody is on CW and then go read the science 
news.  Unplug the FT-8 computer and grab a key please, or I’ll 
rattle off something like this again late at night.  See what FT-8 
made me do?

They’re ALIVE!  ALIVE!
by Don, WS4NC

The bands keep getting 
better and better.  Solar 
Cycle 25 appears to be 
progressing faster than 
predicted.  Although as 
I’m writting this on June 
25, things appear to have 
slowed a little, we are 
much farther along than 
anyone expected.  15, 10 
and even 6 meters appears to be hopping at times, 
sometimes even as late as midnight.

Looks promising for Field Day.  Let’s hope that this 
keeps up.  I even see some activity now on CW, 
even though so many people have transitioned to 
FT-8 and other digital modes.  It will be very 
interesting to see how FT-8 handles the crowds on 
Field Day.

BONES, HOW ARE 
THE BANDS?

THEY’RE NO LONGER
DEAD JIM!

WHY, YES.  I CAN
MULTITASK.

I CAN LISTEN, IGNOR
AND FORGET ALL 

AT THE SAME 
TIME.

FD?
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The Signal Squisher
Marvelous Antenna Designs of Dubious 
Practicality

Last month I may have (unintentionally) started a 
series on antennas of dubious practicality with my 
Sterba curtain.  Again I was not doing, thinking, 
which is an important distinction.  And I stand by my 
thought of a 15-meter Sterba curtain is very practical 
if you have the supports for it, like a couple of good 
60-80-foot trees suitably placed.  

Power went out on May 6 as I was working on the 
Newsletter, so I resorted to reading old ham 
magazines (you know, of the variety) by paper 
candlelight.  When, LO!, AND BEHOLD! I came on 
this very marvelous antenna design in July, 1937 
Radio Magazine that should reach new heights of 
dubious practicality.  Radio Magazine is almost 
unknown today, but big pre WW2.

WW Smith, W6BCX, describes his rotatable 10-
meter antenna in April, 1937 Radio.  There he 
covers the idea, but the drawing is unclear, and it is 
for only 10-meters, His antenna has the loop 
vertically orientated,  The big attraction is how he is 
using a car steering wheel to turn the antenna.

More is in the May version, with several other 
antennas addded on other bands,  But there is still a 
lack of clarity about how the rotor part works,  So 
Radio published a better drawing in July that 
explains all, especially the locations of  the two 
steering wheels.

Now the big issue is where am I going to get a 
surplus steering wheel from an early 1930s car?  I 
would especially recommend this to Dave, KC4X, he 
just remodeled the ceiling of his ham shack, so 
attaching an old steering wheel through the floors 
above and out the roof should not be too much of a 
distraction.  I’m sure this would help you reach the 
world.
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Union de Radioaficionados de España
 URE Magazine from 1949-2020 in PDF form

Not sure who might be interested in this, but at long 
last the magazine Union de Radioaficionados  de 
España back issues are available on the web.  I 
think they have been out there for about 2 years now.

Union de Radioaficionados de España is the 
Spanish equivalent of the ARRL.

Around 1970 my father took us on a trip to Costa de 
So l ,  Spa in ,  Ma laga  Y Marbe l l a ,  on  the 
Mediterranean,  Of course, we had to see all of 
Europe on one trip.  Let’s see, it’s 4 PM, we must be 
in Amsterdam, right?  On that trip we visited 
Portugal, looked through the gate at Gibraltar (that’s 
still all you can do today if you come from the 
Portugal side), Italy, Amsterdam, Morocco, and 
there was a planned trip to Monaco.  I asked to stay 
behind on Monaco day.  I met a teenager about my 
age, named Juan Antonio Ruiz, and we hung around 
the hotel and went to downtown Marbella.   That day, 

and the trip to Morocco, were the highlight of the trip 
for me.

We were downtown and passed a Newsstand.  Out 
of the corner of my eye I saw “Radioaficionados” and 
became so excited I was jabbering in Spanish, a rare 
moment for me.  Had to have it.  I kept that magazine 
for years and have several times gone looking for 
URE magazines on the web,  on ly  to be 
disappointed.  

A recent search turned them up.  I’m not sure who on 
this side of the pond would be interested, as all the 
articles are in Spanish, even the URE apparently 
took a little convincing to scan them, which is why 
they were missing for so long.  There were some 
good technical articles, and like QST, it is a journal, 
which means much of the content includes the 
goings-on of the organization, much of which is 
dated now.  But here is the link.  It is a little hard to 
find.

For you antenna aficionados, starting in 2019 (I 
think) there was a really great monthly series of 
articles on antennas, all in Spanish, of course.  And 
some good technical articles through out all issues.

Go practice your Spanish reading.

https://www.ure.es/descargas/?categoria=revista-ure-
anos-completos&orderby=nombre&pagina=1

A map and report of operations from Summits On The Air 
(SOTA) from 2020.
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Repeater Nets
by Dale, WB9SZL

Please note that our Local Area Repeaters 
host several ham nets, daily as well as 
during various days during the week. A 
short description, including the date/time 
schedule appears below. All local repeaters 
listed below use a PL tone of 100 HZ:

Vagabond Net: which is held Monday thru 
Friday, between 2:30 PM to 4:00 PM Local 
time on the 147.315 MHz Repeater. The 
offset is + 600 KHz.

This net is composed of very friendly hams, 
both local to the area, and occasionally 
Globally within the US and other countries. 
It is also a “great” net, and recommended 

for new Hams, in helping them become 
familiar with Amateur Radio and local hams 
in the area.

Auxcomm Net:  This Net is held every 
Thursday on the 145.470 MHz Repeater. 
between 8:30 PM to 9:00 PM Local time 
The offset is - 600 KHz.  This important net 
is held on a regular basis to inform, train, 
and allow local Amateurs the opportunity to 
test out and exercise their gear as well as 
operational Emergency procedures in 
preparation for an Emergency Events 
which would utilize Amateur Radio.

Border Breaker Net: This Net is held every 
day on the 145.470 MHz Repeater. 
between 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM Local time 
The offset is - 600 KHz. 

The Net is unusual in that it embraces a 
“network” of Amateur Radio digital nodes 
across the globe which are connected to 
Amateur Radio repeaters. The fidelity of the 
audio is “exceptional”. An Amateur operator 
from England audio is received just as clear 
as an Amateur in our local area.

The Border Breaker net was initially 
established, shortly after the COVID 
outbreak, and was intended to provide a 
vehicle of communication between 
Amateur operators during the period that 
folks were Quarantined and not allowed 
outside of their homes. The net has grown 
in popularity, over the past 2 years and has 
experienced over 42,000 Amateur Net 
check-ins from all 50 states and 37 
Countries. It is not unusual to hear, and 
speak to if you wish Amateurs from, the 
England, South Wales, Japan, Italy, and 
other countries.

3rd Monday FARC Board 
Meetings

The FARC business meeting (this is where the 
work gets done!) will be once again held at 66 
Pizza ON STRATFORD ROAD. All FARC 
members are invited to the business meeting.  
Usually we have 19-25 people for this meeting.  
We hold this on the third Monday because if we 
didn’t, there would not be time for a program on 
2nd Mondays.  For those who do not feel 
comfortable (some have compromised 
immune systems) the business meeting will 
still also be on Zoom for those who wish to 
attend that way.  All are welcome.
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June Puzzle

Two, active FARC hams, at Field Day in 1996.  
Nope, this is not from Hobby Park.  Yes, it is a 
Compaq laptop.  But who are they?  Email your 
guess to newsletter <at> farc <dot> com.  Answer 
next month.

Montoring World Events
by Don, WS4NC

Much of what follows comes from what I read in the 
Fair Lawn NJ Amateur Radio Club Newsletter.  I 
have to complement them on a very complete and 
through Newsletter, last month ran to 66 pages.  
Maybe I need to up my game here, although I have 
ran to about 66 pages before.  They have more 
contributions from members, so maybe it is isn’t me 
that needs to step up (ahem).

To see the original article go to  www.fairlawnarc.com
click on the Newsletter link at the left and then go to 
page 44.

If you are interested in Air Traffic around the world try 
the website:    You will www.FlightRadar24.com
notice that there are a lot of air traffic over the US and 
Europe and then in an arc down from, say Norway, 
all the way to Asia.  Starting around Estonia, Latvia 
and Belarus down to Afghanistan and then moving 
east air traffic seems to be very sparse.

If you want to hear what is going on around Ukraine 
radio-wise there are some frequencies.  Most of 
these will be hard to impossible to hear from here, 
but there are many remote controled SDR sites in 
Europe where you can easedrop.  Try www.RTL-
SDR.com  Most NATO operations are over Poland 
and Romania.  And then there is the whole language 
thing.  I know of only one FARC member who 
speaks Russian, none that speak Ukranian.

There apparently are many frequencies listed on the 
internet that are propaganda sites for all sides in the 
conflict to distract from the real frequencies that are 
being used.  Nothing new there.  And some of the 
airplane tracks above shows drones and other 
flights over the Black Sea and are likely also just 
there to distract.

From the FLARC Newsletter:  5125, 4615, 8131, 
4120, 4625 kHz, all USB appear to be actual 
frequencies in use by Russia within Ukraine.  10057, 
12095 and 4759 appear to be false frequencies, 
probably with false traffic, and possibly (allegedly) 
being controlled by China.  None of this is 
confirmed.  

Back last year in this Newsletter we talked about 
listening to Russia’s UVB-76 buzzer on 4625 kHz.  
Apparently there are some jamming going on this 
frequency.  The buzzer is a wide-band signal that 
(allegedly) belongs to Russia near St. Peterburg.  
They have been pumping a lot of RF on this 
frequency since the 1970s.  It’s probably some kind 
of unknown data format, although there may be 
numbers and other audio on it from time-to-time.

Hope I don’t get any late-night visits over running 
this.
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Dayton Hamfest

Nope, didn’t get to go.  31,367 did however.  Haven’t 
been since the year before they moved to Xenia, OH.  
But we got some pictures courtesy of Nick England, 
KN4NYW, forwarded to me by Brian, KN4R.  So many 
goodies, so many which I have owned over the years.  
There was old stuff (of course), new stuff, military gear, 
test gear, even some photo gear.  And a few things I 
could not identify, but as long as I’ve been a ham, that 
list is short.  No way I could show all the pics, so what is 
here is an eclectic selection.

Let’s start with Collins gear, since there were a bunch of 
‘em:

And then some Drake gear:

Loads and loads of military gear . . .
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Parts by the truck load.  Keep in mind I expanded 
this space and can only put a small portion of the 
pictures here.  If you can’t find it at Dayton, then you 
are not likely to find it anywhere.

Above, an ancient ganged variac, but behind it, 
almost unnoticed, is Simpson’s first digital meter, the 
one that looks like the very famous Simpson 260, the 
Simpson 360.  Not sure that many of these were 
ever made, but not many.  The analog 260-8P is still 
in production (about $500), probably the most 
famous, and most desired analog multimeter ever 
made.  There is a big collector’s group for these 
meters.

Continued on the next page
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Now let’s look at radios.  If there ever was a 
challenger to the Collins KWM radios, my top choice 
would be the National NCX-5.  I’ve owned several 
and know these radios well.  Here is the compete 
system for only $100 asking price.  And another set 
below it.

Much newer, and still one of my favorite radios of all 
time is the Yaesu FT-920.  Below that is the hard-to-
find matching keyer for the Eico 753 featured as this 
month’s vintage rig.

The Knight-Kit 6 and 2 meter transceivers have 
nearly all gone away, but the matching amplifier is 
very uncommon.  Yet there were 3 of the amplifiers 
there.  I’ll be bring one to the next hamfest along with 
the 2-meter transceiver.
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Now let’s just look at miles and miles of radios and 
related goodies.  Only a sample of what was there.
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I’ve been a ham a long time, but I’ve never seen one 
of these Scott marine receivers on the left below.  
The Hallicrafters SX-101 on the right, I’ve owned 
several.  They are a beast!  The Scott must be more 
beasty.

This appears to be a home-built 6-meter rig and 
amplifier, made to match Hallicrafters.  This is simply 
supurb craftsmanship.

The Rolls-Royce of analog capacitance meters, 
measures to 4 significent figures, and interpolates to 
one more.  These were only found in labs, were 
Lamborghani-expensive, and are not often seen at 
hamfests.  I have one that needs a new home also, 
came from Bell Labs.

Check out the insulators on the tuning cap shafts.  
Safety?  We don’t need no safety!

Lastly, a 1917 Marconi maritime receiver.  Hope you 
enjoyed your trip to Dayton.  This is only a tiny 
amount of what was there.
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Build your own Mars Rover

Yes, shamelessly stolen from NASA’s website.  
Since I can’t seem to get any construction articles 
lately.  You can see the original at 
www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/project/make-a-
cardboard-rover/ 

“Rovers are a kind of carlike spacecraft that NASA 
uses to explore the surfaces of other worlds! So far, 
rovers have gone to Mars and the Moon – and one 
day, they might go even farther. NASA plans to land 
astronauts on the Moon by 2024. These astronauts 
could use rovers to drive across the Moon’s surface, 
carry supplies, and explore the area.

“In this challenge, you will build your own rubber-
band-powered rover that can scramble across the 
room. Build your rover out of cardboard, figure out 
how to use rubber bands to spin the wheels, and use 
the engineering design process to improve your 
rover based on testing results.”

Obviously, this can be improved upon.  I think that is 
the point.  I would hope that some technically savey 
hams could make a better one.  Uh, try round driven 
wheels for a start.  And maybe a longer base so you 
don’t have to wind the rubber band so tight and get a 
more realistic speed.  Then you can claim you 
improved upon NASA’s engineering.

https://global.hurtigruten.com/destinations/antarctica/inspiration/attractions/port-lockroy-facts/

A million years ago, I made something like this, but of 
slightly less complexity, from a rubber band, a 
button, a bent hair pin, and left it for my younger 
sister to find.  Usually in my room.  Worked too.

OH DEAR!  
I HOPE THAT 

EARTH-SHATTERING
KABOOM WASN’T

MY RADIOS!
Marvin’s shoes got covered in Mars dust, and the 
lightning bolt lost its green tint, but you can put your 
image too on various Mars landscapes at 
www.mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/participate/photo-booth/

And you can get your own boarding pass for Mars on 
the site too.  I’ve already been.  Twice.  Now if I can 
those miles moved to American Airlines . . .
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DX Operations for June, 2022
By Dick, W4PID

W4PID

GENERAL

Club Log now has FARC at #86 
in the league listings.  To say 
that I am floored by this surge in 
DX interest in the club would be 
a huge understatement.  I am 
happy that so many folks in the 
club are enjoying the thrill of DX 
c h a s i n g .   K e e p  a d d i n g 
countries and exploiting others 
in the club to join up on Club Log and get in on the 
fun.

ACTIVITY

Well, I was disappointed in my results with VU4W.  
That’s a nice long way of saying I didn’t catch him, 
HI.  I know K4MV did get him on 17M FT8 so it was 

possible, but the historical spot data on Club Log 
clearly showed that propagation to his part of the 
world was not favorable for NA station.   I’ll simply 
wait for the next expedition, HI.

4U1ITU has been active recently.  This is a fairly rare 
entity in normal circumstances, and the building is 
going to be involved in a huge renovation at the end 
of the year that may take the station off the air for 

several years.  Please take any opportunity to work 
them if you hear them  

AP2SD in Pakistan has been on the air in fine form 
recently.  There are multiple reports of working that 
station on 15 and 17 M FT8.  I am not one of the 
lucky ones, but this is a ‘home’ station that should be 
active for some time to come.
  

Continued on the next page

4U1ITU

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/4u1itu-1280x640.jpg

AP2SD

https://cdn-bio.qrz.com/d/ap2sd/12302_resized_20200405_104609362.jpg?p=90978296ff60cfa5c7461efa1fe12f7e

Large expeditions will be very scarce during the 
month of June.  However, there are several smaller 
groups out, including JD1BMH on Ogasawara from 
Jine 18 till June 26.  Harry has provided this entity to 
many folks over the years, and this trip will likely not 
be an exception.  Look for him on 40-10 CW, SSB 
and RTTY.  See http://jg7psj.starfree.jp/jd1bmh/

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/JD1BMH-1271x640.jpg
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If you operate only FT8, then take a look for 
JD1BOW on Ogasawara up until June 19.  He will 
operate FT8 and CW during that time.

And we all know that there 
will be some that are 
travelling during June and 
j u s t  d o n ’ t  g e t  t h e 
opportunity to work either 
of these two Ogasawara 
stations..  For those folks, 
I offer JD1AJD as the last 
ditch effort to work this 
semi rare entity.  He will 
be QRV from June 24 to 

S9EFW will be active from 
Sao Tome between June 
14 – 19.  Typically this will 
be an SSB only operation.  

Continued on the next page

July 2, operating on 20 thru 6M with 500W on CW 
and FT8.

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/jd1bow-e1653502210576.jpg

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/JD1-1280x640.jpg

JD1AJD
OGASAWARA

OGASAWARA

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/9x2aw.jpg

9X2AW
RWANDA

Harald, 9X2AW will be on 
from Rwanda till June 21 
or so, operating 160-10M 
on CW, SSB, and FT8.  
He always has a good 
signal from this country, 
and this is an ideal time to 
pick up a new entity or 
band slot.

S9EFW
SAN TOME

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/s9efw-1200x640.jpg
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JX/LB4MI continues to be active, mostly on CW, 
from Jan Mayen.  Helge will be there for the summer 
work season.  The propagation to USA from their 
location is miserable, but I have been able to hear 
him muttiple times, so it is possible to work him.  I 
think it will take him calling for NA only in his CQ to 
make the grade, however, as he is ideally located for 
EU and AS contacts, with physical obstructions in 
the NA direction I am told. 
 

https://cdn-bio.qrz.com/a/9n7aa/9N7AA.jpg?p=68f32e4d511797383c50612ddee33274

9N7AA
NEPAL

9N7AA
NEPAL

9N7AA continues to be 
very active now from 
Nepal.   Robert  has 
tamed some of the noise 
issues he was having.  I 
have not read anything 
about what he did, but he 
has become much more 
‘workable’ than he was 
earlier.  He is a top notch 
CW op.

I  keep a l is t  of the 
stations that are active, 
not expeditions, but who 
are in fairly rare entities 
or islands.  If you hear 

any of them on, you can bet they are worth chasing. 
 
FW1JG, EY8MM, D2EB, 3X2021, 8R1AK, 5X2H

Final note, don’t forget the CQ WPX CW contest, 
May 28-29 [Opps, you missed it!]  Here’s a link for 
some of the more exotic calls involved.  Also, you’ll 
find a link at this site for the rules etc for the contest.  
https://www.ng3k.com/misc/wpxc2022.html

I have found that the DXHeat website is good for 
spotting IOTA activations, and some of them slip up 
on you. 

The DX world of today is a very rapidly changing 
beast, and impossible to track with a monthly NL.  
The following links will take you to multiple sources 
of information concerning DX activities.  This 
column would like to take the opportunity to credit 
the following websites for a majority of our news.
 
https://dx-world.net 
https://www.425DXN.org
https://clublog.org/
https://dxheat.com/
https://www.ng3k.com/Misc/adxo.html

73 DE W4PID

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/jx_lb4.jpg

JX/LB4MI
JAN MAYEN
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Calendar of Upcoming Ham Events
Hamfests, Special Events, Contests, 
Club meetings, etc.

By Don WS4NC

If you are interested in contests see WA7BNM contest site.  Here 
I’ll only list the biggies, or something we are trying to promote.

FIRST Wednesdays FARC Tech Talk 7:30 PM  
Zoom 549 621 524

4TH Fridays FARC (mostly) CW meeting 7:30 PM 
Zoom 813 3696 1876

06/13/22  FARC Meeting at Red Cross Blood 
Center on Coliseum Drive in Winston-Sale.  
Progarm starts at 7:30 PM sharp.  FCC testing 
starts back in June and requires 
preregistration, see page 2

06/20/22  FARC Board Meeting 66 Pizza, 
Stratford Road, meeting starts at 7:30 but 
come for dinner around 5:30-6:30

07/23/2022 - WCARS Hamfest, Smoky Mountain 
Event Center (Heywood County Fairgrounds), 
Waynesville, NC,  Western Carolina Amateur 
Radio Society, http://wcars-club.org

08/07/2022 - 71st annual Berryville Hamfest, 
Berryville , VA, Shenandoah Valley Amateur 
Radio Club, Inc., http://berryvillehamfest.com

Continued on the next page

Some New Rules Going into Effect this Year for 
ARRL Field Day
02/09/2022

After taking a few detours over the past couple of years 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, ARRL Field Day rules 
are being updated on a permanent basis starting this 
summer. ARRL conducted a Field Day community 
survey with invitations propagated far and wide, and 
direct emails sent to more than 15,000 individuals and 
ARRL-affiliated clubs. After sorting through, reviewing, 
and discussing the survey results, the ARRL Programs 
and Services Committee recommended a number of rule 
changes for ARRL Field Day, which will take place this 
year over the June 25 – 26 weekend.

See ARRL.org for more details.

For FARC our Field Day Chairman for 2022 is Dave 
Nicholson, N2AWE.  This year is going to require a 
lot of effort by many people, especially in terms of 
getting antennas up, and down.  And all the gear 
back to the shack.  Recently we’ve heard that ARRL 
may be looking at some changes in the Field Day 
rules given all the events of the past couple of years, 
so be flexible!
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08/13/2022 - 23rd Annual Cape Fear Amateur 
Radio Society Swapfest, Cumberland County 
Shrine Club, Fayetteville, NC, CapeFear 
Amateur Radio Society, http://www.cfarsnc.org

08/13/2022 - Tidewater Hamfest and Swap 
Meet, ARRL Virginia State Convention, 
Ambassador Club of Portsmouth, Portsmouth, 
VA, TRCI, 
http://www.VirginiaBeachHamfest.com

09/02/2022 - 09/04/2022 - Shelby Hamfest, 
ARRL North Carolina Section Convention, 
Cleveland County Fairground, Shelby, NC, 
Shelby Amateur Radio Club, 
http://Shelbyhamfest.com
 
NETS

New Swap and Trade Net - There will be a new swap and trade 
net starting up on 6 meters 53.25 N4YR repeater -1.0 MHz, tone 
is 100 Hz. This will start on Jan. 5, 2022 at 8PM.

Thursdays:  8:30 PM Forsyth County Auxcomm net on 
145.47 MHZ. 3rd Thursdays are training programs on Zoom at 
8:00PM. 

Thursdays:  9:00 PM  2 Meter SSB on 144.200 MHz

Sundays:  8:30 PM  6 meter SSB net on 50.155 MHZ

Tar Heel Emergency Communications Net on 3923 kHz Nightly 
1930.

South Carolina/North Carolina National Traffic System CW 
Nets
3.571 2000 hours, slow speed (5-8 wpm) Carolinas Slow Net
3.573 1900 hours, high speed (20wpm)
3.573 2200 hours, slow speed (12-14 wpm),

The  have been Ten-Tec Legacy CW slow net and CW fast net
discontinued.  

The  nets operate on:Ten-Tec Legacy SSB
3.927 MHz on Saturday morning from 6:00 am until 9:30 am 
7.195 MHz on Sunday afternoon from 1:30 pm until 3:30 pm
Any radio type is welcome.  Netlogger is the preferred check-in 
method but CQ calls are made for those that don't have access 
to Netlogger.  More information can be found at www.groups.io 
(search for Ten-Tec Legacy nets).

Some other contests:

Contest Calendar: All the rules.
https://www.contestcalendar.com/weeklycont.php

NEARBY HAM CLUBS AND MEETINGS:
Please see www.w4nc.com for more up-to-date 
information

Wednesdays at 7:30 PM FARC Tech Talk, a Zoom meeting, ID: 549 
621 524 Password: club call lower case letters.  An informal project 
group for help, discussions and “war stories”.

Quarterly QCWA Meeting usually April, June, September and 
December.  Saturday, March 19, 2022, 11:00 AM at Best Food Cafeteria 
in Siler City.. ALL members and guests are welcome!   When:  We plan 
to start at 11AM with the Program FIRST then introductions, some 
business and the program.  Board business will be later.  There will be a 
program.  And with a few door prizes.ALL members and guests are 
welcome! Wearing your Ham badge is encouraged.  Always a good 
program. QCWA Chapter 126 Weekly Net: 3.853 +/- MHZ, 8:45AM 
each Saturday morning.  See   https://www.qsl.net/qcwa126/ for more 
details.  

1st Mondays High Point Amateur Radio Club HPARC High Point 
Amateur Radio Club meets the first Monday of each month.  The J & S 
Cafeteria has closed for business and therefore the venue for the 
HPARC meeting has changed to:  Mario's Pizza, 2645 North Main 
Street, High Point, NC 27265.  The HPARC meets on the first Monday of 
each month at 6:30 pm, Come early if you want to eat.  The meeting 
usually begins at 6:00 PM with many members gathering for a meal 
around 5:30 PM.   For updates, please make sure you check our club 
newslet ter,  which can be found on the c lub websi te a t 
https://www.w4ua.org/newsletter.htm (Updated 03/13/22 Thanks to 
Keith - KA4JAH)

Last Saturday:  The High Point FCC Testing session is on the last 
Saturday of the month (except June, Nov, and Dec) at Hickory Chapel 
Wesleyan Church, 301 Hickory Chapel Road, High Point 27260. 
Current status:  we have resumed limited testing,  no more than 6 
candidates,  pre-registration is required.  Reservations required 3 days 
in advance. You need to bring two forms of ID including a Photo ID and a 
photocopy of any previous licenses and/or CSCE's. The testing fee is 
$12.00 payable by cash only. Other dates and locations can be found on 
the W4VEC.ORG web site. Please contact David Macchiarolo at 
AJ4TF@arrl.net. Testing starts at 10:00 AM (Updated 8/9/20 Thanks to 
David AJ4TF) 

2nd Saturdays GSO/HP VE Testing Current status:  we have resumed 
limited testing,  no more than 6 candidates,  pre-registration is required. 
The Greensboro session is the last Saturday of each month (except for 
March) at Hinshaw United Methodist Church located at 4501 High Point 
Road, Greensboro, NC 27407. Please contact David Macchiarolo by e-
mail at AJ4TF@arrl.net Testing starts at 9:00 AM. You need to bring two 
forms of ID including a Photo ID and a photocopy of any previous 
licenses and/or CSCE's. The testing fee is $12.00 payable by cash only. 
Other dates and locations can be found on the W4VEC.ORG web site. 
(Updated 8/9/20 Thanks to David AJ4TF)

1st Tuesdays Durham FM Association   IN-PERSON MEETING :
STATUS UNKNOWN Meets for Dinner (optional) at 6:00pm and the 
business meeting and program at 7:00pm.  We are meeting at Bullock's 
BBQ, on 3330 Quebec Drive in Durham. For more info on each meeting, 
check http://www.dfma.org/

1st Tuesdays Davie County Amateur Radio Club   : The last 
information I have is that this club is no longer active.  Several SKs and 
a small ham population have made it hard.

2nd Mondays:  The Orange County Radio Amateurs meet at 1900 at 
the Orange Count EOC in Hillsborough. IN-PERSON MEETING 
STATUS UNKNOWN

2nd Tuesdays:  Raleigh Amateur Radio Society General Meeting.  
Via Zoom.  See www.rars.org for more details.  [updated 8/9/20]

Continued on the next page
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2nd Mondays Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc.  Now at the Red 
Cross Blood Services building, please wear a mask.  Zoom ID:  294 418 
122 Password: club call lower case letters.  FCC exams offered starting 
at 6:00 PM sharp.  

2nd Mondays Rowan Amateur Radio Society at the Rowan County 
Rescue Squad Building at 1140 Julian Road.  The Rowan Amateur 
Radio Society  has started combined meetings (in person and Zoom ) 
on the second Mondays for the rest of the year. Zoom Particulars are 
meeting ID 898 9111 4288 and Passcode 957500 Programs may 
include equipment demonstrations, movies, guest speakers, or just 
open discussions on radio. We look forward to seeing you at the next 
meeting.  http://www.rowanars.org/  (updated 2/14/21 by Ralph, 
WB4AQK)

3nd Mondays Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc. Business Meeting  .
NOW 66 PIZZA, ZOOM WILL ALSO WORK. Open to all FARC 
members and interested visitors.  Back again at 66 Pizza, on Stratford 
Rd just past Hanes mall Blvd and behind Village Tavern, and on Zoom.  
At 66 Pizza we start arriving for dinner about 5:30-ish, the meeting is at 
7:30.  Spend some money, 66 Pizza needs to get through the past years 
troubles.

3rd Mondays(?):  Guildford Amateur Society IN-PERSON  
MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN usually held at Sarah’s Kabob Shop 
on 5340 W. Market Street in Greensboro, 27409,  at 6:00 PM to eat, 
7:00 PM to meet.  Verify the dates at http://www.w4gg.org/ (updated 
8/13/19 by Ken, KW4UC)

3rd Tuesdays:  The Winston-Salem Project Group,  locations 
varies, now on Zoom.  Goto www.almondtree.com for details.

3rd Tuesdays:  Mars Hill, The High Appalachian Mountain Amateur 
Radio Society (HAMARS) meets on the third Tuesday of every month at 
7 p.m. The meetings, typically inside Day Hall on the campus of Mars 
Hill University, have been moved online due to COVID-19. Current 
Hams and those interested in becoming an amateur radio operator are 
welcome. Each meeting addresses a basic or more advanced 
communications topic.  Also weekly net:  The net meets at 7:00 PM 
each Tuesday (except the third Tuesday) on 3810 KHz LSB. We 
s i m u l c a s t  o v e r  Z o o m  f o r  t h o s e  w i t h  n o  H F  a c c e s s .  
https://www.hamars.club/

4th Mondays(?):  Guildford Amateur Radio Association IN- Eat 
PERSON MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN at 6:30pm and the meeting 
is at 7:15pm.  Sara’s Kabob Shop on 5340 W. Market Street in 
Greensboro 27409.  Verify the dates at http://www.w4gso.org/ (updated 
8/13/19 by Ken, KW4UC)

2nd Saturdays:  Tri-County Amateur Radio Club  SUSPENDED ,
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE Thomasville: 2nd Saturday at Loflin's Rest. 
108 Randolph St., Thomasville.  8:30 to meet and eat.  Check 
NC4AR.org for any last minute changes in time or venue.  (Updated 
2/28/2020 by John, W8LWX)

Last Mondays:  Stokes County Amateur Radio Society SCARS IN- 
PERSON MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN http://k4stk.com/index.html

Knightlites QRP Club IN-PERSON MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN  
http://www.knightlites.org/  Usually meets in Cary.   Spread the word. 
See website for details.

Briarpatch Amateur Radio Club - IN-PERSON MEETING STATUS  
UNKNOWN Next club meeting is ? ; the meeting will be held at TCRH. 
Meetings and FCC Test Sessions Test sessions are held at the Twin County 
Regional  Hospita l in Galax, VA unless otherwise announced.  
http://galaxbarc.tripod.com  (This has not been updated for a while.)

Last Mondays:  Lexington, NC  Healing Springs Mountain VHF Society 
(except Nov. and Dec., usually first Mondays in Dec.)  Currently Speedy’s 
BBQ, 1317 Winston Rd, Lexington, NC 27295 Meeting is at 6:30, come early 
for supper.   (Updated 12/9/2020 by Bill, W4EXT)

2nd Tuesdays:  Greenville, NC Brightleaf Amateur Radio Club, W4AMC  
BARC's Next Meeting On ZOOM and in Person! June 8, 2021, 7 PM.  The 
meeting will be on ZOOM. See front page article in the April, 2020 Ham Chatter 
for details on setting up and signing in. Contact Peter Van Houten, N4PVH, for 
details if you are having trouble setting up.  In Person will be at the Oakwood 
School, in the Music Room. 4000 MacGregor Rd, Greenville, NC. 699 723 
8982 club call March 9th Meeting at 7pm, 07:00 PM Eastern Time (US and 
C a n a d a ) ,  B e  t o  c h e c k  t h e  * W h a t ' s  N e w *  p a g e 
<http://www.w4amc.com/barcnew.html> on the BARC web site often.  Many 
times the site is updated several times a week with breaking news. 

Any clubs not mentioned or listed incorrectly are welcome to send a note 
to dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com and include any updates or 
additions.

FORSYTH COUNTY AUXCOMM WEBSITE IS ALIVE! 
 
Forsyth County AuxComm announces the creation of its 
new public websi te which can be vis i ted at 
www.fcauxcomm.org.  All members can find information 
on available training, apparel, ICS forms, operations 
manuals, preparedness information and much more.

The following Forsyth County AuxComm manuals have 
been published and may be found on the website under 
the Resources / Documents and Forms tab for member 
use:

 General Operations Manual (GOM)
 AuxComm Operations Manual (AOM)
 Digital Operations Manual (DOM)
 Forsyth County AuxComm Field Operations 
Guide (FCAFOG)

FORSTYH COUNTY STAFF POSITION OPENING

We have an opening for a General Staff Logistics & 
Training Section Chief (LSC).   The LSC must hold at 
least a Technician amateur license and be a regular 
member of Forsyth County AuxComm.  Duties entail 
maintaining inventories, training records, developing 
training for weekly nets as well as other duties as the 
AuxComm Coordinator may deem appropriate.  
Interested members should email:
 auxc@fcauxcomm.org.   

TOUR TO TANGLEWOOD

Bike MS Tour to Tanglewood is coming right around the 
corner.  We are already in the early planning stages and 
expect this year to have the number of cyclists return to 
pre-Covid levels and hopefully higher.  Early indications 
are we will be back to normal numbers.  We will need 
Radio Operators for Rest Stops and the Command Post 
as well as 14-16 amateur radio equipped SAG vehicles.  
So mark your calendars for Bike MS Tour to Tanglewood 
Sept 24-25. Sign-up information will be posted to the 
website as soon as we get it from the MS Society so 
check in the July-August time frame. 
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Minutes of the Forsyth Amateur 
Radio Club Meeting 09 May 2022

By Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO
Secretary, Forsyth Amateur Radio Club

1. Call to Order and Welcome: The 09 May 2022 
meeting of the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club at 
Robinhood Road Baptist 
Church, was called to 
order by President Steve 
Patterson (WA3RTC) at 
1 9 2 6  h o u r s .  S t e v e 
welcomed all attendees, 
approximately 38, as well 
as those on Zoom, for 
joining us this evening and 
invited each to give their W1LLO
name and callsign.

2. Spaghetti Dinner: This meeting was the spaghetti 
dinner fundraiser. Thank you to all who attended and 
thank you especially to Don Edwards (WS4NC) and 
all his helpers for cooking and serving this delicious 
meal.

3. Announcements:  The upcoming business 
meeting will be next Monday at Sixty-Six Pizzeria on 
Frontis Plaza Street, right near Academy Sports. 
The meeting starts at 7:30; we get there between 
6:00 and 7:30 to eat and hang around until 9 or so. 
The progress at the shack is going well. Thank you to 
all who have contributed time and money to make 
this happen. People can continue to contribute at the 
club meetings as well as via the W4NC website. 
W4NC ballcaps are still available for sale. The 
asking price is only $10. See Kent Englebert (WS4Z) 
for purchase. October 8th is the next hamfest at the 
Robinhood Road Church. Details to come. Thank 
you to the Vagabond group for the donation of $350 
for the use of the repeaters.

4. Field Day: The 25th and 26th is Field Day. On 
Thursday at 6:30 in the evening members will meet 
to begin shooting the ropes into the trees. The 
following day at 9am the antennas will be raised. 
Contact David Nicholson (N2AWE) if you’d like to 
assist.

5. CERT Training: Harlan Cobert (W1HRC) 
speaking on behalf of Forsyth County Emergency 
Management, The town of Lewisville public safety, 

and volunteer fire department. Offering a CERT 3-
day certification course on June 3rd to June 5th. The 
course is Free and will include basic firefighting, 
basic first aid, search and rescue and will certify the 
participant as a CERT member. CERT is the 
Community Emergency Response Team. To learn 
more about the CERT program visit the ReadyNC 
webs i te  a t  h t tps : / /www.readync .gov/get -
involved/cert-community-emergency-response-
team :     and to register for the course visit NCTERMS 
https://terms.ncem.gov/TRS/courseDesc.do?sourc
ePage=courseSearch&cofId=141227.

6. Program:  This month’s program was by David 
Rodwell (WB0QOA) on climate change.

7. Adjournment of Meeting:  A motion was made and 
seconded. Meeting was adjourned at 2045 local 
time.

8. Partial List of Meeting Attendees:  Below is a 
partial list of FARC meeting attendees.

Continued on the next page
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Sam Poindexter NI4TG, Harold Richardson 
N4HER, Steve Patterson WA3RTC, Michael Pope 
K4OLD, Dale Mierisch WB9SZL, Van Key 
KC4WSK, Jeff Webster KX4ZQ, Bill Lawry W2TJF, 
Kent Englebert WS4Z, Judson Davis KG4OHQ, 
Crystal Austin W4CAA, Gene Bowman WB4MSG, 
David Shoaf KC4X, David Nicholson N2AWE, 
Stacey MacArthur W1LLO, Doug MacArthur 
W4STH, Don Edwards WS4NC, Harlan Cobert 
W1HRC, Jim Register KV4SJ, Mike Vernon 
M4MAV, Curtis Wood AK4OA, Neal Pruitt WD4LSS, 
Bruce Thompson AD4ET, Marcia Thompson 
NC4MT, Doc Holliday WB4DOC, David Rodwell 
WB0QOA, Jim Mansfield WA4NOT, Edward Ryan 
KQ4ADI, Wayne Collins KK4ZHL, Michael Fields 
KJ4SYP, Lou Mayer KK4NUB, George Lamb 
N4ROT, Maggie Lamb N4ZKE, Bruce Bailiff 
WB4QCM, Jerry Minor K4GW, Mike Atkins N4VE, 
Kathryn Mansfield, and Stephanie Dean.

Minutes of the Business Meeting of 
the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club – 
16 May 2022

By Stacey MacArthur (W1LLO)
Secretary, Forsyth Amateur Radio Club

1. Call to Order and Welcome:  The monthly Board 
of Directors Business Meeting, Forsyth Amateur 
Radio Club, was held on Monday, 16 May 2022 at 
Sixty-Six Pizzeria, 3440 Frontis St, Winston Salem.  
The meeting was called to order by FARC President 
Steve Patterson, WA3TRC, at 1930 hours, 
welcoming all meeting attendees as well as those on 
Zoom.

2. Meeting Attendees:  The 23 meeting attendees 
were Don Edwards WS4NC, Stacey MacArthur 
W1LLO, Douglas MacArthur W4STH, Sam 
Poindexter NI4TG, Harold Richardson N4HER, 
Michael Pope K4OLD, Stephen Patterson 
WA3RTC, David Nicholson N2AWE, Mike Vernon 
W4MAV, Dale Mierisch WB9SZL, Judson Davis 
KG4OHQ, David Shoaf KC4X, Crystal Austin 
W4CAA, Jeff Webster KX4ZQ, Robert Meier 
AA9AU, Jeff Stafford AC4YN, Van Key KC4WSK, 
Bruce Thompson AD4ET, Marcia Thompson 
NC4MT, Ken Kayser K2KXK, Jerry Minor K4GW, 
Harlan Cobert W1HRC, and Henry Smith W4HHS.

3. Announcements: The project meeting for May 
scheduled for the 17th has been cancelled. There 
will be no in person meeting nor will there be anyone 
on Zoom. The spaghetti fundraiser during the May 
general meeting was a success. Thank you to all 
who came and all who were able to assist. If any club 
member has any equipment, please be sure it 
makes it back to the club room.

4. Treasurer’s Report: Kent Englebert (WS4Z) 
presented a brief treasurers report. 72 tickets were 
sold for the spaghetti dinner at $10 per ticket. Gross 
ticket income of $720 with expenses of $318 giving 
us a net take of $402. Our balance in the bank is 
$13,737. Upcoming expenses include the 
previously approved $6,500 for antenna and tower 
work, $900 insurance payment, and an estimated 
$400 for Field Day. If anyone knows of any items 
what need to be listed on the insurance, let Kent 
know. 

5. Programs: The program for June is the annual 
Continued on the next page
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Field Day presentation. Brian Harrison for July 
which will be confirmed soon. Possible programs; 
Harold Richardson (N4HER) with fox hunt 
antennas, and Harlan Cobert (W1HRC) with an 
emergency management disaster scenario, and 
NVIS.

6. Hamfest Committee: David Shoaf (KC4X) gave 
the hamfest committee report. Next hamfest is 
October 8th 7:30am – 11:30am. The date has been 
filed and sanctioned  by the ARRL.

7. Technical Committee: Dale Mierisch gave the 
technical committee report. Work on .47 recently. 
The power is fragile at the moment. Next few days a 
limb threatening a power line will be cut down. UPS 
that is currently installed remains offline. The 200-
amp service to the building needs to be replaced, 
and that’s being coordinated with the owner. 
Currently the repeater can run 3 hours on backup 
power. There will be more work on .47 moving 
toward the summer months. Moving .64 to the Red 
Cross is progressing. The antennas are being 
ordered now as there is significant lead time due to 
supply chain issues. Border Breaker net is up every 
day so the scripting controlling the internet 
connection of the repeater and EchoLink is working 
as expected.

8. Media Committee: Don Edwards (WS4NC) gave 
the media committee report. No person to create 
any online or social media accounts without media 
committee approval. Any media committee 
business will be held until after Field Day. Entries for 
the newsletter are due by June 1st. Please make 
sure anything needing to go into the newsletter is 
received by Don by this date.

9. Field Day Committee: David Nicholson (N2AWE) 
gave the field day committee report. Thursday June 
23rd will begin launching lines into the trees in 
preparation for Friday the 24th. Members will meet 
at 9am to begin raising the antennas. This step 
usually takes most of the day so quite a bit of help is 
needed. The first day of Field Day on the 25th 
members meet at 9am to connect the stations and 
finish setup ready to begin at 2pm. If you’re 
volunteering for setup, any tools that can be brought 
would be appreciated as well as safety equipment 
and hydration. Don (WS4NC) had volunteered to 
use his truck to move the generator. Assistance is 
needed to lift it into the truck. Mike Vernon (W4MAV) 
has taken responsibility for the hex beam antenna 

and trailer. Harold (N4HER) is requesting 
assistance this coming Thursday to help unload and 
load his trailer. The previously missing filters have 
been found.

10. New Space Committee: Ken Kayser presented 
the new space committee report.  Looking at July or 
August for the antenna and tower work.

11. AuxComm: Harlan Cobert (W1HRC) displayed 
the newly available uniform options for AuxComm. 
They can be seen on the AuxComm website 
https://www.fcauxcomm.org. 3rd - 5th of June is the 
CERT training. Sign up at NCTERMS.

12.  Adjournment of Meeting:  Motion to adjourn the 
meeting was made, seconded and meeting was 
adjourned at 2039 hours.
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Newsletter Classified
If you want to sell something please write your own ad (funny helps) and list your callsign 
along with either your email or your phone number.  I’ll run it in the next two Newsletters.  
I can include small pictures.  Please let me know if it sells so I can remove it - it will drop 
after two months.  There was a suggestion that donations be solicited for this.  Any 
offers?  Send your ad to dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com.  I’ll start it off.

HP 8657D

HP 8657D 100 kHz to 1030 MHZ CW, AM, FM, Pulse and 
pi/4 QPSK modulation.  Great condition, last NIST calibrated 
about 8 years ago, but still dead on accurate.  This has been 
my shop spare generator for about 5 years now.  I need to thin 
the herd.  This is a serious quality generator.  I am the second 
owner of this instrument.    Trade for ham gear? Pick up only.  
Don,WS4NC dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com

Add me to Newsletter email list.

If you are inside Forsyth County and have 
a ham license please join the club.  If you 
are outside Forsyth County (or you don’t 
have a ham license) and want to be added 
send me an email with FARC Newsletter 
in the Subject and in the body of the email 
include your email address, name and call 
so I can easily paste it into the list.  
Current subscribers are now over 600.  

FARC Zoom Meeting ID Numbers

The plan is to continue to offer all FARC meeting 
over Zoom even if we are meeting in person.  You do 
not have to have a paid Zoom account to participate, 
but it is best if you download the Zoom app on your 
computer.  You don’t even have to have a camera 
and a mic, unless you want to be seen or heard. The 
password for all meetings is the club call, lower 
case.

Meeting ID numbers:

The Monthly FARC meeting is on 2nd 
Mondays, 7:30 PM:  294 418 122

The FARC board meeting is on 3rd Mondays, 
7:30 PM:  721 645 099

EVERY Wednesday FARC has a Shop & Tech 
Talk:  549 621 524

Auxcomm Net 8:30 PM Thursdays on 145.47 
repeater, has a Zoom training on 3rd 
Thursdays, 8:00 PM Zoom ID:  897-9792-5844  

Project Group (not totally an FARC group, but 
mostly), 3rd Tues, (new time!) : 707 610 7:30 PM
249

**FARC CW Group, 4th Fridays, 7:30 PM:  813-
3696-1876

Classifieds continued on the next page
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WANTED TO BUY - AL80B AMPLIFIER

Wanted to buy AL80B Amplifier in good working 
condition.  I would consider other 3-500 Amps, but 
would prefer an AL80B.  Contact Curtis AK4OA at 
CRW857 (at) AOL (dot) COM

WANTED T-195 TRANSMITTER

I know this is a long shot but please let me know if 
you have or know of someone with the T-195 
transmitter for sale. Alternatively, I would purchase 
the entire GRC-19 rig if needed.  This is a vintage 
military rig built in 1951. 120W AM, CW, or FSK. 
Runs on 26.5VDC at 40 amps with a startup current 
of 250 amps. It has two cooling blowers that are as 
loud as your shop vac. Weight 120 lbs.  Contact 
Mack, W4AX w4ax.mack <at> gmail <dot>  com

FORSYTH COUNTY AUXCOMM APPAREL IS HERE!

Members have been asking 
f o r  F o r s y t h  C o u n t y 
AuxComm apparel and the 
long wait is finally over!  The 
apparel is of a durability 
bu i l t  for  publ ic safe ty 
professionals which should 
provide our members years 
of wear and value.  After 
searching multiple vendors 
and looking for the right mix 
of functionality, durability, 
wearability and cost we 
have selected Harrison’s 
Public Safety as our vendor.  
They are local and located on Peters Creek Pkwy just off I-
40 and Silas Creek.  

2101 PETERS CREEK PKWY Winston-Salem, NC 27127 
(336)893-8918

Members may select short or long sleeve polos in 3 colors 
(Red, Black and Charcoal Grey).  These polos have sleeve 
pen holders on the left sleeve and a microphone clip holder 
on each shoulder permitting maximum flexibility.  These 
polos run large as they normally are made to go over 
ballistic vests so order one size smaller than your normal 
size.  I.E.   If you wear an XL order a L.  Like any clothing 
purchase it is suggested you try them on.

Also there are 3 jackets available in either cotton or a 
weather resistant softshell.  All have a pocket on the right 
breast that will fit a typical handheld and a microphone clip 
holder on the right shoulder.  

Additionally members may purchase a ball cap (black or 
grey) of their choice.  (Recommended: Richardson’s 112 
and 115)

All items can be embroidered with the Forsyth County 
AuxComm logo and have your name (Last or first initial & 
last) embroidered below the logo.  Absolutely no personal 
callsigns on organization logo shirts is prohibited and will 
not be done by Harrison’s.

COSTS: 

EMB-LOGO (Forsyth County AuxComm) Embroidereed Logo 10.00 
EMB-NAME (White – Last or First Inititial & Last) Name Direct On Material 6.00
FT-118507-019  Up to 2XL Black Mens Cotton Job Shirt 68.00
FT-118508-019 (Black - All Sizes) Black Mens Softshell Job Shirt 98.00 
LI-578MBK (Black – All Sizes) Jacket 60.00
PR-F5315 (Red, Black, Charcoal Grey - All Sizes) L/s Ice Polo 45.00 Item 
PR-F5341 (Red, Black, Charcoal Grey - All Sizes) Propper Ice Polo 40.00

[Ed. note:  My bad, Curtis got this to me last month and I didn’t 
get it in the Newsletter.  He’s still looking.]
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W4BZ "Cash and Carry" 
Radio Downsizing Sale

Tuesday and Wednesday June 21-22, 2022, 9 AM 
- 3 PM both days..  900 Jefferson Drive, Charlotte 
NC - in the Basement!!!

Here are pictures showing just a portion of 
everything available:

Keys:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FULFSqg
cz-UOYU9WyIOtblRzIMxkZpnJ

Mics, stands, and heads:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FcqOrfLC
Wa6yJimb4OBl9H2HRooYrjq8

Lots of Tubes (not all shown):
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1F__EaBP
NQ-XHzNWAf3l00Xoyn9hm-zWR

Commercial Test Equipment:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FRVjXEY
gV4xum92RZCW9px_QD6cn4hOh

Collins: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FccfopgrP
WdOPw2_R2y-KX_GbA3wRe_o

Hammarlund: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Fd51aN1h
6o0eEfwlM9dZ7QvFT5g8M2ow

Early Nationals: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1F_Nh7n-
BTrwXp56ixGsBsXpnzxtLK0kW

Misc Radio-related:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FQ4KDBI
EdLJEOi2qszfNCu1kbtSv6cn1

Antenna-Related:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1aZEWwP
O-UXaCz9xURZPYtXqDmnnzAg5B

Parts and more parts:
 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FfJLfo3G
2piJPEdDKYSzzzILxSgDeL1j

Attend at Your Own Risk.  All prices negotiated 
onsite.  Offers accepted in advance.  No holding (or 
shipping) unless you make a VERY GOOD offer!  
Personal checks OK

Bring muscle and empty totes to fill up!  Please 
RSVP if you are planning to attend Tuesday or 
Wednesday June 21-21 so we will know how many 
will be coming.  (And contact Kelly Culpepper 
directly if you want to schedule a time to visit earlier 
Wed-Friday of next week!)

PDF with more info is attached (next page).

Tnx and look forward to seeing you!
Brian

KN4R

[Ed. note:  Bill Culpepper, W4BZ, is a legend.  The 
pictures above and next page are only a small 
sample.  this promises to be a mini-Dayton.]
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YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS ARE INVITED

W4BZ “Cash & Carry”

Radio Downsizing Estate Sale
Vintage Radio, Ham Equipment, Broadcast Engineering Test Equipment

Tuesday, June 21 & Wednesday, June 22, 2022  |  9AM – 3 PM

LOCATION: “The Basement,” 900 Jefferson Drive, Charlotte, NC 28270

CONTACT
  Kelly Culpepper (text) 704 650-6230

(Brian KN4R and John Runski K4JCR 
will also be onsite and assisting)

WHAT ALL IS AVAILABLE? 
(Click links below for images)

Mics
Keys

Tubes

Parts
Test Equipment

Collins
Hammarlund

National

Miscellaneous Radio-related
Antenna-Related Stuff

TERMS
• Cash and Carry (personal check OK), 

prices negotiated onsite. 
• Bring muscle to move the items you 

are interested in purchasing.
• Print out the pictures of the items 

you want and bring with you to help 
us find them for you!

• Pickup only. No shipping (but you 
can purchase and ship anywhere you 
want!)

DISCLAIMER
• First come first serve
• Attend at your own risk
• Even if pictures are still up, items may 

already be spoken for or already sold 
– inquire before traveling if you are 
interested in something specific.

RSVP
RSVP: If you plan to come June 21-21, 

let Brian KN4R know
so we will know who to expect

briankn4r@gmail.com or 704 657-8910

MAKE OFFERS BEFORE YOU VISIT!

Early Bird VIP visits and sales can
be arranged for the previous week 

(June 15-17)

Contact Kelly Culpepper at
(text) 704 650-6230 directly to

confirm and schedule

WE LOOK FORWARD TO 
SEEING YOU!!!
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Diddle-De-Dah-De-Don
That’s All Folks . . . 

by Don, WS4NC

I stole for my picture, and some are saved in the jar 
for later months.  Some things just didn’t make it this 
month as I ran short on time, and just got tired, too.

if you have any ideas for the Newsletter, please 
share them with me.  Can’t write?  Neither can I, but 
I’ll help edit and make it passable, if you’ll just jot 
down the ideas.  I’m happy to put together multiple 
emails if necessary.

Deadlines:  preferred two Wednesdays before the 
club meeting.  That gives me some time to lay it out.  
If time isn’t critical I may hold it for the next month. 

How long does it take to do the Newsletter?  I get 
that question a lot.  It depends.  Generally I spend a 
couple of nights a week, every week, usually about 
and hour and half each night.  Bands have been 
fairly dead (but are getting better, much better), at 
least DX wise, so this is more fun than turning on the 
radio and listening to static (but that’s changing!)

Thanks to all contributors this month, especially 
Dick, W4PID for his DX column; to Kent for all his 
work as Treasurer; to our new president Steve, for 
looking after all of this; to Mike, K4OLD, our new VP; 
to Stacey, W1LLO, for the minutes and for some 
funnies; to Marcie, NC4MT,  and thanks to all who 
make FARC such a smooth running organization.  

Now go write something, and take some pictures, so 
I’ll have something for July and August.

                                                                   dit dit

New Members or Newsletter Subscribers

As always, if you are new to the area, or just new to Ham 
Radio, send us an email to newsletter <at> w4nc <dot> com.  
We love to welcome new members.  Any recent area FCC 
test-takers are welcome to send us an application and 
FARC will add them as a subscriber for the current year.  
These were added or updated  to the Newsletter list since 
last month:

From WS:  

David Miller, Josh Gates, KE4ERF(?)

From Salisbury:

Mark WG8Y  
 
From GSO/HP Testing:

Doug Bateman, KQ4AYI; Dr. Alexander Caillat, KQ4ADH; 
Don Davidson, KO4ZZW; Edward Ryan, KQ4ADI; Stephen 
thayer, KQ4ADG

Welcome to all.

Amazon Smile iPhone
by Stacey, W1LLO

AmazonSmile is now supported on the iPhone Amazon 
app! If you make most of your purchases through your 
phone, you now have the option to automatically have 
Amazon donate a small percentage of your purchase price 
to the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club. Simply go to ‘Settings’ 
then ‘AmazonSmile’ and follow the instructions to turn it 
on. Please note, you will have to occasionally repeat this 
process every so often to keep your AmazonSmile charity 
selection activated. When you’re done, you’ll know it’s 
activated when you see ‘AmazonSmile’ in the app header! 
Thank you for supporting the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club!

Amazon Smile Program

Do you buy stuff from Amazon?  If you do there is a way for 
FARC to earn a little money here.  Go to the Amazon Smile 
link below and register and select Forsyth Amateur Radio 
Club, Inc.  Amazon will donate 0.5% of your purchases to 
FARC.  It costs you nothing more, but it benefits the club.  
Anything you order has to be ordered from the Amazon 
Smile link – if, after you register, you forget to order through 
the smile program it will usually remind you.  Again it costs 
you nothing more.  Amazon is supporting legal 501c(3) 
organizations through this program.  Thanks Amazon and 
thanks to Raja, KB6MTH for pointing this out. 
https://smile.amazon.com/

Thanks to all the contributors 
this month.  Marcia, NC4MT, is 
fast becoming a frequent 
contributor.  and Terry Good 
sent along a whole batch of 
funnies, some of which made it 
this month (like “diatribe” which WS4NC
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